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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to develop a list of 
financial management competencies for entry- and advanced-
level dietitians and to determine hospital foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians' perceived importance of these 
competencies at both levels of practice. A two-part survey 
was developed that included importance scales for 50 
financial management competencies for both entry- and 
advanced-level dietitians and demographic items related to 
respondent and hospital characteristics. Questionnaires 
were mailed to a random sample of 1500 hospital foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians; data analysis was done on 485 
responses (33.7% response rate). 
The reliability for the importance scales for both 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians using Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient was 0.98 and 0.97, respectively. Mean perceived 
importance ratings of financial management competencies 
showed respondents perceived the competencies to be more 
important (p~0.0001) for advanced-level dietitians than for 
entry-level dietitians. Over 50% of respondents thought 
eight competencies were "important" or "very important" for 
entry-level dietitians and 90% thought 26 of the 
competencies were "important" or "very important" for 
advanced-level dietitians. Competencies with the lowest 
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importance ratings were similar for dietitians at both 
levels. 
Iterative principal axis factor analysis was used to 
group financial management competencies into related, 
describable factors. Factors identified for entry-level 
dietitians included financial knowledge (A); cost control 
(B); and budgeting and financial analysis (C). Factors 
identified for advanced-level dietitians included financial 
knowledge (A); budgeting (B); cost control (C); and 
financial analysis (D). Multiple regression analyses, which 
tested the relationship of identified factors for both 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians to the number of years 
employed as a Registered Dietitian (RD) and to the number of 
years employed in foodservice management, were not 
significant for either level of dietetic practice. 
RDs indicated strong support for specialization 
certification in foodservice management. Almost 90% of 
those with an advanced educational degree and 86% of those 
without such a degree supported specialization. Regardless 
of the number of years employed as an RD or the number of 
years employed in foodservice management, respondents 
indicated strong support for specialization in this area. 
The results of this study may be used for 
undergraduate, graduate, and continuing education program 
development and evaluation and to develop specialty 
certification in foodservice systems management. 
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Today's changing economic environment is forcing 
administrative dietitians to redefine their traditional role 
in the healthcare setting. Diagnosis related groups (DRGs) 
have demanded that dietitians justify their services, 
control costs, and generate profits (Haschke, 1983). The 
administrative dietitian needs strong financial management 
skills to cope with the demands of this environment. 
Dietetic education may not be keeping pace with this 
demand especially in regard to financial management skills. 
One study, for example, found that dietetic educators placed 
less emphasis on financial competencies than did healthcare 
administrators (Yates, Shanklin, & Gorman, 1987). Graduates 
of Kansas State University's Master of Science degree 
program in institutional management indicated that advanced 
budgeting and financial planning were omitted from their 
program. Graduates suggested that additional graduate 
courses include budgeting, financial planning and analysis, 
and cost control (Ecklund, Spears, Gregoire, & Hoyt, 1989). 
Sanford, McKinley, and Scruggs (1973) discovered that 
internship graduates found their preparation less than 
adequate in areas requiring conceptual skills, such as 
financial management. In a study conducted by Fruin and 
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Lawler (1986), dietetic interns rated their ability to 
manage resources lower than all other management abilities. 
These studies indicate that dietetic curriculum content may 
not be meeting job skill needs. 
Specialty certification in dietetics may provide 
practitioners the opportunity to address differences in 
dietetic curriculum content and knowledge needed for 
successful practice in their chosen area. Such a credential 
may help dietitians be seen more as "experts" by their 
employers. The American Dietetic Association (ADA) Council 
on Practice (COP) ad hoc Specialization Committee surveyed 
4,700 employers of dietitians and found that 91% thought it 
was important or somewhat important that a dietitian 
specialist have a credential (Wellman & Bogle, 1990). In 
order to recognize specialties within the profession of 
dietetics, however, it will be necessary to develop com-
petency statements which delineate advanced-level knowledge 
and skills. 
There is limited research describing competencies for 
advanced levels of practice in foodservice systems 
management. In 1975, ADA published a position paper on 
competencies for the administrative dietitian {"Position 
Paper"). Competencies for entry-level practitioners in 
foodservice systems management also have been identified in 
the ADA role delineation study (Baird & Sylvester, 1983). 
The 1989 Role Delineation Study (Kane, Estes, Colton, & 
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Eltoft, 1990) defined competencies for entry-level Dietetic 
Technicians (DTs), as well as entry-level and beyond entry-
level dietitians. Role delineation studies provide a 
comprehensive description of patterns within the dietetic 
profession and are useful when practice standards, quality 
assurance measures, and educational programs are developed 
(Kane et al., 1990). 
Other research related to advanced-level dietetic 
practice includes a study by Snyder, Schiller, and Smith 
(1985), who compared career-entry administrative competen-
cies with skills required in practice. They discovered that 
additional skills were needed for effective practice in 
almost every aspect of general administration. Respondents 
in this study perceived their current level of competence as 
below that required for their present level of practice. 
Dowling, Lafferty, and Mccurley (1990) surveyed hospital 
administrators, food and nutrition department directors, and 
management dietetic educators to determine their perceptions 
of what credentials and skills are required for a director 
of a food and nutrition department in a hospital with 300 
beds or more. Department directors and educators ranked 
financial management as the third most important skill and 
hospital administrators ranked it as the fifth most 
important skill. 
Role delineation studies and other research (Sanford et 
al., 1973; Loyd & Vaden, 1977; Yates, et al., 1987; Snyder, 
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et al., 1985) have identified responsibilities of the 
dietitian practicing in foodservice systems management. 
These responsibilities are usually general statements that 
encompass all aspects of administrative dietetic practice. 
Responsibilities outlined in the Registration Examination 
for Dietitians (1989), for instance, include management of 
subsystems, planning and organization, control, procurement, 
production, and distribution and service. Specific 
competencies related to these areas would be more useful 
than general statements for educational program 
implementation. In addition, identification of financial 
management competencies and the differentiation of these 
competencies for entry- and advanced-levels of dietetic 
practice can be used to indicate topics for undergraduate 
and graduate curricula/courses, to develop continuing 
education programs, and to develop specialty certification 
in foodservice systems management. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to identify competencies 
related to financial management for entry- and advanced-
level dietitians practicing in the area of foodservice 
systems management. Specifically, this study: 
1. Developed a comprehensive list of financial management 
competencies for entry- and advanced-level dietitians. 
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2. Determined the importance of financial management 
competencies for entry- and advanced-level dietetic 
practice as perceived by hospital foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians. 
3. Identified underlying financial management factors for 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians. 
4. Determined whether foodservice directors/chief 
dietitians who are Registered Dietitians (RDs) support 
specialty certification in foodservice management. 
Research Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were tested to determine 
foodservice director/chief dietitian's perceptions of the 
importance of financial management competencies at entry-
and advanced-levels of administrative dietetic practice. 
Hl: The perceived importance ratings for financial 
management competencies by foodservice directors/chief 
dietitians are not different for entry- and advanced-level 
dietitians. 
H2: For factors identified at entry-level, there is no 
difference in importance ratings based on number of years 
employed as an RD or the number of years employed in 
foodservice management. 
H3: For factors identified at advanced-level, there is 
no difference in importance ratings based on number of years 
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employed as a RD or the number of years employed in 
foodservice management. 
Definition of Terms 
The following definitions will clarify understanding of 
the research study: 
Registered Dietitian--a person who has completed 
education and experience requirements and passed an 
examination of basic knowledge related to dietetic practice 
and who maintains competence through participation in 
approved continuing education (Baird & Sylvester, 1983). 
Specialization in dietetics--"an advanced level of 
practice which responds to a defined area of need and 
requires demonstrated competence exceeding that for entry 
level" (Owen, Dougherty, & Bogle, 1986, p. 1073). 
Entrv-level position--"in each level of practice, 
position requiring the minimum level of training/experience; 
operationally defined as position which can be filled by a 
person with three years or less experience" (Baird & 
Sylvester, 1983, p. 131). 
Competence--"the quality of being functionally adequate 
in performing tasks and assuming the role of a specified 
position-with the requisite knowledge, ability, capability, 
ski 11, judgement, attitudes, and values" ("Acer ed i tat ion/ 
App r ova 1 Man u a 1 , " 1 9 8 7 , p . 11 7 ) . 
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Role delineation--"a process for determining the 
minimum-basic level of major and specific responsibilities 
that must be performed by personnel in a given generic 
position 11 (Baird & Sylvester, 1983, p. 134). 
Administrative dietitian--a member of the management 
team who affects the nutritional care of groups through the 
management of foodservice systems that provide optimal 
nutrition and quality food (Arkwright, Collins, Sharp, & 
Yakel, 1974). 
Foodservice system--"an organized, integrated, or 
coordinated whole composed of diverse, but interrelated and 
interdependent parts, (e.g., menu planning, procurement, 
production, distribution, and service) for accomplishment of 
objectives" (Baird & Sylvester, 1983, p. 132). 
Foodservice systems manaqement--"a process concerned 
with the accomplishment of foodservice system objectives by 
integrating resources within the total system and by working 
with and through individuals and groups" (Baird & Sylvester, 
1983, p. 132). 
Dietetic Internship--a formalized post-baccalaureate 
educational program in dietetics that provides didactic and 
supervised clinical experiences to meet the qualifications 
for practice in the profession of dietetics ("AccreditatiQ.DL 
Approval Manual," 1987). 
Coordinated Program--a formalized academic program in 
dietetics that is designed to coordinate didactic and 
7 
clinical experiences to meet the qualifications for practice 




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The 1984 Study Commission on Dietetics ("A New Look") 
stated that "dietitians are experts in the science of foods 
and nut r i t i on " ( p . 1 0 5 2 ) . An " exp er t " i s de f i n e d by Webs t er 
(1986) as one who has a special skill or knowledge in a 
subject. The increasingly complex scope of dietetic 
practice may make it difficult for dietitians to be experts 
in all areas of practice and may indicate the need for 
specialization within the profession. Weaknesses in some 
skills necessary for successful practice may also indicate 
the need for specialization. Several researchers (Ecklund 
et al., 1989; Rinke, David, & Bjoraker, 1982; Sanford et 
a 1 . , 1 9 7 3; Snyder et a 1 . , 1 9 8 5; Yates et a 1 . , 1 9 8 7 ) , for 
instance, found that dietitians were deficient in management 
skills. Perhaps dietitians are not experts in some areas 
since all areas of dietetic practice are not viewed to be of 
equal importance. Fruin (1983), for instance, found that 
undergraduate dietetic students and dietetic practitioners 
perceived management-related tasks as less important than 
clinical nutrition-related tasks. Perhaps Blaker's thoughts 
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in 1973 hold true today: "The dietitian cannot be all things 
to all people" (p. 427). 
The changing healthcare delivery system demands that 
dietitians be experts not only in nutrition care but in 
managing limited resources. The outlook for the year 2000 
is that hospital occupancy rates will continue to fall and 
competition among healthcare providers will continue to 
increase ( "The Year 2000," 1986). Financial management 
skills will be particularly important to dietitians in this 
competitive environment. As the climate in which 
dietitians' practice changes, so too must dietetic education 
and the profession. Thus, this review of literature will 
focus on changes in undergraduate dietetic education, entry-
level dietetic practice, graduate education, and 
specialization within the field of dietetics. 
Undergraduate Dietetic Education 
In 1972 ADA endorsed competency-based education (CBE) 
by stipulating that by 1980 all undergraduate dietetic 
programs meet Plan IV of the Association's "Minimum Academic 
Requirements for ADA Membership" ("Directory," 1976). Plan 
IV requirements were expressed in terms of basic competence 
and knowledge instead of specific credit hours and courses 
as was the case with Plan III. Standards of Education were 
developed in 1988 creating Plan v, with the stipulation that 
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all undergraduate programs meet these academic requirements 
by 1993 ("Directory," 1989). 
Competency-based education, such as Plan IV and Plan V, 
emphasizes the attainment of a "minimum standard" which adds 
criterion levels, value orientations, and quality to the 
definition (Rinke, 1980). Competence implies that one has 
" ... the quality of being functionally adequate in performing 
the tasks and assuming the role of a specified position-
with the requisite knowledge, ability, capability, skill, 
judgment, attitudes, and values" ("Accreditation/Approval 
Manual," 1987, p. 117). 
Theoretically, a generalist dietetic education attempts 
to prepare the graduate for entry-level positions in 
clinical dietetics, community nutrition, and foodservice 
systems management. ADA endorsed the generalist focus in 
dietetic education based on the 1983 Task Force on Education 
recommendation that all entry-level dietitians "be prepared 
with a common body of knowledge, skills, and values in order 
to provide the foundation for quality practice at entry and 
advanced levels" ("A New Look," 1984, p. 1055). This 
recommendation de-emphasized specialization in entry-level 
preparation because specialization at this level "could 
result in an excessively narrow scope of practice and 
influence for dietitians" (Haschke & Maize, 1984, p. 209). 
To facilitate a change to a more generalist education, the 
Long-Range Planning Conference recommended that a "broader 
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base in management, education, community care, and 
interdisciplinary health sciences" be emphasized (cited in 
Haschke & Maize, 1984, p. 209). 
Entry-Level Dietetic Practice 
A generalist dietetic education assumes that the 
dietitian is adequately prepared to practice at entry-level 
in all areas of dietetics. Traditionally, dietitians 
entered the profession as clinical dietitians and then moved 
into administrative positions through job promotions (Snyder 
et al., 1985). Loyd and Vaden (1977) found this to be the 
case for 267 clinical and 258 administrative hospital 
dietitians who were surveyed to obtain information on 
practitioners' expectations of the performance of entry-
level generalist dietitians. 
Likewise, Linnenkohl and Roach (1983) evaluated the 
generalist Coordinated Undergraduate Program (CUP) at Kansas 
State University (KSU) by surveying graduates who had been 
in practice four to eight years. Nearly 45% of the 
graduates were employed as clinical or community dietitians 
in their first job, but only 26.1% listed clinical or 
community positions as their current position. The number 
employed as generalist dietitians for their first position 
was 25.6% but only 17% were still working in such a position 
at the time of the study. Conversely, the number of 
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dietitians employed as administrators in their first 
positions was 18% and 26.3% indicated they were currently 
working as administrators. When Scheule, Roach, and Hoyt 
(1987) evaluated KSU CUP graduates who had graduated between 
1971 and 1974, they found that 66% of the graduates chose 
clinical positions for their first position, but 10 to 13 
years later more were employed in management than in any 
other area. Thus, a foundation in management principles, 
upon which work experience can build, is essential in 
dietetic education. 
When the generalist dietitian acquires or is promoted 
into an administrative position, it seems reasonable that a 
generalist education would provide the managerial knowledge 
and skills to successfully practice in this area. Snyder et 
al. (1985) analyzed responses from a study of 50 
administrative dietitians (35% response rate) in Nebraska 
and asked them to compare career-entry administrative 
competence with competence needed in current practice. 
Respondents rated their perceived competence at career-
entry and in current practice for 59 generic administrative 
competencies divided into seven categories: organization and 
administration; leadership and supervision; personnel 
management; space, equipment, and materials management; 
communications; financial management; and quality assurance 
of services. Dietitians at career-entry perceived 
themselves as being competent in only three of the 59 
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competencies and perceived their current level of competence 
as below that needed for current practice. The authors 
concluded that ''a large number of entry-level dietitians are 
at least partially unprepared for their first positions and 
may also lack a solid foundation on which to build skills 
necessary for advanced practice in administration" (p. 937). 
The conclusions of Snyder et al. (1985) are similar to those 
of Sanford et al. ( 1973) and Rinke et al. ( 1982), who stated 
that entry-level dietitians had a mastery of technical 
skills but were less prepared in areas that required 
conceptual skills. 
Katz (1974) defined technical skills as "an 
understanding of, and proficiency in, a specific kind of 
activity, particularly one involving methods, processes, 
procedures, or techniques" (p. 91). Conceptual skills are 
defined as the "ability to see the enterprise as a whole; it 
includes recognizing how the various functions of the 
organization depend on one another, and how changes in any 
one part affect all the others ... " (p. 93). Katz's model of 
the effective administrator also includes human skills, 
defined as the "ability to work effectively as a group 
member and to build cooperative effort within the team" (p. 
91) . 
Sanford et al. (1973) surveyed individuals who 
completed dietetic internships between 1965 and 1967, and 
asked about administrative aspects of their first positions. 
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Respondents rated the adequacy of their internships in 
preparing them for 59 administrative functions. Twenty-
five percent or more of the 461 graduates (75.8% response 
rate), indicated that they had received less than adequate 
preparation in 37 of the 59 functions and 50% indicated 
their preparation was less than adequate in 11 functions. 
Respondents indicated that their preparation was inadequate 
in areas requiring human and conceptual skills such as 
departmental organization and management, financial 
management, and personnel management. 
Rinke et al. ( 1982) analyzed responses from a survey of 
350 hospital foodservice directors (73.7% response rate) who 
rated the entry-level generalist dietitian's adequacy of 
preparation for 69 administrative competencies. Entry-
level administrative competencies were defined as those 
administrative and/or management competencies exhibited from 
the "beginning of the third to the end of the fifth months 
on the first job" (p. 134). Employers perceived entry-
level dietitians as better prepared in technical skills and 
less adequately prepared in human and conceptual skills, 
such as budgeting and personnel management. 
The results of studies conducted by Sanford et al. 
(1973) and Rinke et al. (1982) may not be applicable to 
current dietetic practice since the respondents in these 
studies were educated under Plan III. Other researchers, 
however, who studied dietitians educated under Plan IV, also 
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found a lack of preparation in conceptual skill areas. For 
instance, Fruin and Lawler (1986) in a survey of 487 
dietetic interns (61% response rate) asked about their 
perceived competence in foodservice systems management 
concepts at the start and the near completion of their 
internship. Sixty-three dietetic internship directors (76% 
response rate) and 68 Plan IV directors (45% response rate) 
were also surveyed about the expected competence of students 
at the completion of their academic work. All three groups 
gave their lowest ratings to managing resources (human, 
facility, equipment, information, and financial); managing 
Quality Assurance programs; and advocating action to advance 
foodservice systems and nutritional status. 
Yates et al. (1987) found similar results in their 
study that asked healthcare administrators and dietetic 
educators (CUP and internship directors, and Plan IV 
representatives) to rate the degree of importance for 
foodservice directors/managers for 57 competencies. The 57 
competencies included seven to eleven statements related to 
financial, technical, personnel management, nutrition 
services, production, and marketing competencies. The 
financial management area consisted of ten competencies. 
Responses from 176 healthcare administrators (54.8% response 
rate) and 67 dietetic educators (50.6% response rate) were 
analyzed. Healthcare administrators placed more importance 
on financial management skills for foodservice 
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directors/managers than did educators. Conversely, 
educators placed more emphasis on administrative skills in 
nutrition services and technical and production 
competencies. 
Graduate Education 
Fiedler, Raguso, Morgan, and Renker (1990) speculated 
that in the future a master's degree could become a 
requirement for entry-level dietetic practice due to 
increasing complexity of dietetics and because other allied 
healthcare professionals are requiring higher levels of 
education. In addition, specialty certification may 
necessitate that dietitians obtain advanced degrees. The 
1986 ADA census showed that 40% of active members have 
advanced degrees and more than 10% were working toward such 
a degree (Bryk, 1987). No outside agencies have 
jurisdiction over graduate education so the responsibility 
for assuring and meeting academic standards falls upon 
professional leaders and educators (Ecklund et al., 1989). 
Few studies have examined or defined foodservice 
systems management competencies in graduate education. 
Ecklund et al. (1989) surveyed graduates of KSU's Master of 
Science program in institutional management who graduated 
between 1974 and 1984. Eighty graduates (73.4% responses 
rate) evaluated 39 management concepts for relevance to 
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their present professional responsibilities. Graduates also 
evaluated the adequacy of their graduate education and 
indicated whether competence was gained from sources other 
than the graduate program (e.g. undergraduate program, 
internship, continuing education, or job experience). All 
concepts were rated as relevant to current professional 
responsibilities and 86% felt their graduate education was 
excellent. Graduates indicated that competence in nine 
concepts, including food production, sanitation and health 
regulations, menu planning, and inventory control were 
gained from other sources. Concepts listed by graduates as 
being omitted from their programs related to items 
associated with experiences in practice. These items 
included advanced budgeting and financial planning, 
equipment repair and maintenance, dealing with corporations, 
techniques in catering, knowledge of government-related food 
programs, self studies prior to inspections, and coping with 
changing healthcare regulations. Graduates suggested that 
computer applications, budgeting, marketing, quality 
assurance, financial planning and analysis, cost control, 
labor relations, and merchandising dietetics be added to the 
graduate curriculum. 
Another study conducted by Seal, Spears, Vaden, and 
Hoyt (1983) involved 450 CUP and internship directors and 
Plan IV representatives (263 responses analyzed) and 450 
administrative dietitians who had completed an advanced 
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degree or were currently enrolled in a graduate program (137 
responses analyzed). Both groups were asked to indicate 
whether each of 65 competencies were expected of an 
administrative dietitian with a bachelor's degree, with a 
master's degree, or whether competence depended on 
professional work experience and was not related to level of 
education. Nine competencies were indicated as being 
expected of a dietitian with a master's degree, including 
demonstrate specialized knowledge, utilize industrial 
engineering techniques, utilize mathematical forecasting, 
use financial analysis techniques, develop computerized 
systems, conduct/direct research, apply research 
methodology, evaluate new developments, and evaluate job 
descriptions. Only one competency, redesign systems, was 
thought to be required of a dietitian who had worked four or 
more years. 
Specialization in the Field of Dietetics 
Specialty certification in dietetics may address the 
differences in dietetic curriculum content and the knowledge 
needed for successful practice in various areas of 
dietetics. A "specialty" has been defined by ADA as "an 
advanced level of practice that responds to a defined area 
of need and requires demonstrated competence exceeding that 
for en tr y 1 eve 1 " ( We 11 man & Bog 1 e , 1 9 9 0 , p . 111 7 ) . Three 
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areas of dietetic practice identified for advanced-level 
recognition are clinical nutrition, community nutrition, and 
foodservice systems management (Owen et al., 1986). 
Specialty certification has been a topic of much debate 
among ADA members (Sandrick, 1989). Presently, ADA has no 
formal system to recognize individuals who practice in a 
specialty area. In 1979, the House of Delegates rejected a 
proposal to develop a specialty certification system (Owen, 
et al., 1986). However, the 1981 Long-Range Planning 
Conference, the 1983 Task Force on Education, and the 1984 
Study Commission on Dietetics recommended continued develop-
ment in the area of specialization certification (Owen et 
al., 1986). Since this time, the COP ad hoc Specialization 
Committee has continued to work towards the development of 
specialty certification. This committee, supported by the 
Division of Practice and the Department of Research, has 
examined the tasks performed by dietitians in nine 
categories of activities in the entry-level role delineation 
study to use as a baseline for understanding advanced-level 
competencies (Wellman & Bogle, 1990). The Commission of 
Dietetic Registration, Council on Education, Council on 
Practice, and the Council on Research, are planning studies 
of advanced practice to serve as a basis for the development 
of advanced-level credentials (Wellman & Bogle, 1990). 
ADA also plans to use the job responsibilities of 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians that are defined in the 
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1989 Role Delineation Study to "serve as the basis for 
future role delineation studies of advanced-level practice 
and dietetic specialties" ("Commentary," 1990, p. 1123). 
The 1989 Role Delineation Study was an empirical 
investigation that determined job responsibilities and 
developed a list of knowledge requirements for competence in 
each area of job responsibility for DTs, entry-level 
dietitians, and beyond entry-level dietitians ("Commentary," 
1990). In addition to using the information in this study 
for future role delineation studies, it will be used to 
evaluate the validity of the registration examination for 
RDs and DTs (Kane, et al., 1990) and to revise knowledge and 
performance requirements in the Standards of Education 
("Commentary," 1990). 
The need for and timing of specialization in a 
dietitian's career have been widely discussed by ADA members 
(Sandrick, 1989). In 1984, the Task Force on Education 
found that 83.5% of all dietitians and 80.5% of dietitians 
practicing in management, agreed that dietetic specialties 
at advanced level practice should be recognized ("Summary of 
Survey"). In 1986, the COP ad hoc Specialization committee, 
reported that 1,211 ADA members expressed interest in 
specialty credentials (Wellman & Bogle, 1990). Sandrick 
(1989) surveyed 750 directors of departments of dietetics 
(541 responses analyzed) and found that 82.1% of respondents 
thought there was a need for specialization within the 
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profession. Almost eighty-one percent of respondents felt 
that undergraduate dietetic education should provide 
generalist preparation, 69.5% felt that specialization 
should occur only at the graduate level, and 77.2% felt that 
specialization should occur only after the practitioner has 
professional work experience. 
Conclusion 
If dietitians are to be perceived as experts by other 
professionals and employers, their skill level and 
credentials need to reflect the complex environment in which 
they practice. Dietetic education must be updated 
continuously to enable dietitians to be successful in this 
environment. Dietitians must become better qualified, 
perhaps through specialization, to work within the 
constraints of the healthcare delivery system. If this does 
not occur, they may find increasing job competition from 






Development of Financial Management Competencies 
A comprehensive list of 44 financial management 
competencies (Appendix A) was developed by this author and 
Anderson (1990) based on the Role Delineation and 
Verification for Entry-Level Positions in Foodservice 
Systems Management (Baird & Sylvester, 1983), other ADA 
publications ("Accreditation/Approval Manual," 1987; 
"Position Paper," 1975; "Registration Examination," 1989), 
and research on competencies and roles in dietetics (D'Costa 
& Schreck, 1983; Ecklund et al., 1989; "Evaluation 
Strategies," 1978; Holmes, 1982; Katz, 1974; Linnenkohl & 
Roach, 1983; Lipscomb & Donaldson, 1964; Loyd & Vaden, 1977; 
Mariampolski, Spears, & Vaden, 1980; Palacio, Spears, Vaden, 
& Downey, 1985; Rinke et al., 1982; Roach, Hoyt, & Reed, 
1978; Sanford et al., 1973; Seal et al., 1983; Snyder et 
al., 1985; "Structuring Education," 1979; "The Year 2000," 
1986; Yates et al., 1987). 
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The list of competencies was reviewed by a panel of 
eight experts in the area of foodservice financial 
management. Seven of the panel members were RDs, seven had 
advanced degrees, seven were hospital foodservice directors, 
and one was a foodservice management educator. The seven 
experts who were foodservice directors were chosen from the 
1989-1990 American Society of Hospital Foodservice 
Administrators (ASHFA) membership roster. Panel members 
were contacted by telephone and asked to participate. A 
phone script was used to ensure they were all given the same 
information (Appendix B). The list of 44 competencies, 
cover letter (Appendix C), and a self-addressed, postage-
paid return envelope were mailed to each participant. Panel 
members were asked to review the competencies and decide if 
administrative dietitians perform them. They were asked to 
delete, modify, or make additions to the competencies, as 
they deemed appropriate. All eight panel members completed 
the review process and returned the questionnaire. 
Stage II 
Instrument Development 
The 44 financial management competencies were modified 
or expanded based on the expert panel's suggestions. 
Competencies that were deleted included "develop guidelines 
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for salary scales and merit raises" and "analyze 
investments." Added competencies included: 
1. Know reimbursement policies (such as DRGs, 
medlcare, medicaid, private insurance). 
2. Know depreciation methods and their application. 
3. Use mission statement, goals, objectives, and plans 
in developing budgets. 
4. Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets. 
5. Determine cost effectiveness of make vs. buy 
decisions. 
6. Calculate contribution margin. 
7. Determine appropriate use of part-time and full-
time labor. 
8. Calculate turnover and absenteeism costs. 
Thirteen of the 44 competencies were modified for clarity: 
1. "Apply accounting and bookkeeping principles" was 
changed to "know basic accounting and financial 
management principles." 
2. "Prepare financial reports" was changed to "know 
how to prepare financial reports." 
3. "Use computer to generate financial information and 
reports" was expanded to "use computer to generate 
financial information, budgets, and reports." 
4. "Project units of service and revenue as basis for 
budgeting" was changed to "project units of 
service, cost, and revenue as basis for 
budgeting." 
5. "Prepare budgets" was expanded to "prepare budgets 
(operating budget, cash budget, and proforma 
balance sheet)." 
6. "Prepare proposals to justify requests for external 
or internal funding (i.e. capital budgets, 
research proposals)" was changed to "justify 
requests (using methods such as return on 
investment, time value of money, payback period, 
profitability index) for external or internal 
funding (i.e. capital budgets, research 
proposals)." 
7. "Determine food, labor, and operating cost" was 
broadened to "determine food, labor, and operating 
costs per unit of service." 
8. "Analyze financial impact" was expanded to "analyze 
financial impact of operational decisions." 
9. "Complete variance analysis" was changed to 
"monitor variance reports (budget to actual) and 
design a plan for corrective action." 
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10. "Conduct break-even analysis" was changed to 
"calculate and use break-even analysis 
information." 
11. "Determine labor hour requirements in relation to 
volume and budget" was expanded to "determine 
labor hour requirements in relation to volume and 
budget per unit of service." 
12. "Estimate personne 1 costs for a f ac i 1 i ty" was 
broadened to "estimate personnel costs for a 
facility for budget and planning purposes." 
13. "Complete insurance, tax, and other personnel-
related forms" was changed to "know insurance, 
tax, and other personnel-related requirements." 
A three-part descriptive survey was developed that 
included the eight added and the 13 modified competencies 
for a total of 50 competencies (Appendix D). In part one of 
the survey instrument, respondents were asked to indicate 
the importance of the financial management competencies to 
the dietitian's job at entry-level and at advanced-level on 
a four-point scale, with zero being "not important" to the 
job, one "some importance," two "important," and three "very 
important." In part two of the survey, respondents were 
asked to review the same list of financial management 
competencies and indicate the adequacy of dietitian's 
preparation at entry-level on a five-point scale, with zero 
being "totally inadequate," one "inadequate," two "somewhat 
inadequate," three "adequate," and five "very adequate." 
Demographic items included in part three of the survey 
questionnaire pertained to gender, educational background, 
registration status, route to registration, number of years 
employed as a dietitian, and number of years employed in 
foodservice management. Other questions on the survey 
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instrument were related to hospital size and ownership 
characteristics, and whether or not the facility or a 
contract company managed the foodservice department. 
Respondents who were RDs were asked if they thought the 
dietetic profession should establish specialty certification 
in foodservice management, and if no, why not. 
Stage III 
Pilot Test 
A sample of twenty foodservice directors was selected 
from the 1989-1990 ASHFA membership roster using a random 
number table. The questionnaire, cover letter, 
questionnaire critique form (Appendix D), and a self-
addressed, postage-paid return envelope were mailed to each 
director selected. Three questionnaires and cover letters 
were returned resulting in a 15% response rate. Five 
faculty members also were asked to review the cover letter 
and questionnaire and provide feedback. 
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Stage IV 
Modification of Research Instrument 
The survey instrument was modified based on responses 
to the three returned surveys from the pilot test stage and 
on feedback provided by five faculty members who reviewed 
the survey instrument. The directions in part one of the 
survey instrument, which asked the respondent to rate the 
importance of 50 financial management competencies for 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians, were clarified. The 
directions were broadened to include not only a definition 
for an entry-level position but also one for an advanced-
level position. An advanced-level position was defined as 
"a position that requires work/experience, continuing 
education, and/or advanced coursework beyond that for entry-
level." The scales in part one were changed from a four·-
point to a five-point scale to be more descriptive. The 
five-point scale used the following anchors: zero "not 
important" to the job, one "of little importance," two "some 
importance," three "important," and four "very important." 
Part two of the survey, which asked respondents to 
indicate the adequacy of dietitians' preparation at entry-
level, was deleted in order to decrease the length and the 
time required by respondents to complete the survey. Part 
three of the survey remained essentially the same except 
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that some items were changed to open-ended questions. For 
example, respondents were asked to list all the educational 
degrees obtained beyond high school and to list their route 
to dietetic registration. Two questions asked respondents 
to indicate how long they had worked as an RD and how long 
they had been employed in foodservice management. 
Sample 
A computer-generated simple random sample of 1500 
foodservice directors/chief dietitians from the member 
hospitals in the American Hospital Association (AHA) was 
obtained from Medical Marketing Services. This company 
provided address labels for the randomly generated sample. 
Approval from the University of Tennessee Human Subjects 
Review Committee was obtained before the study began 
(Appendix E). 
Data Collection 
The modified survey instrument and cover letter 
(Appendix F), along with a self-addressed, postage-paid 
return envelope were mailed to the 1500 subjects in the 
study sample. A four-digit code was assigned to each survey 
to identify non-respondents for follow-up purposes. A 
follow-up post card (Appendix G) was sent to non-respondents 
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three weeks later to encourage participation. 
Data Analysis 
Frequencies, means, and standards deviations were 
calculated for each of the 50 financial management 
competencies at both entry-level and advanced-level as rated 
for importance to the job by foodservice directors/chief 
dietitians. For each demographic item, frequency of 
responses was determined for descriptive purposes. A 
Students' t-test was used to test Hl: The perceived 
importance ratings of financial management competencies by 
foodservice directors/chief dietitians are not different for 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians. The SAS System (SAS, 
1987) was used for all data analyses. 
The internal consistency of the 50 financial management 
competencies was determined using Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient (Cronbach, 1951). The scale reliability 
coefficient and the item-total reliability statistics were 
determined for competencies at both entry- and advanced-
levels. 
Iterative principal axis factor analysis was used to 
determine if the 50 financial management competencies could 
be grouped into related, describable factors. The number of 
factors retained was based on an analysis of the point of 
discontinuity on a scree plot and a minimum eigenvalue of 
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one. Varimax rotation then was used for the determined 
number of factors. Factor scores were calculated for 
hypotheses testing. 
Multiple regression analysis was used to determine if 
the number of years employed as an RD or the number of years 
employed in foodservice management influenced the importance 
ratings for the factors identified for both entry-level and 
advanced-level dietetic practice (Hypotheses 2 and 3). A 






Questionnaires were returned from 505 foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians for a response rate of 33.7%. 
Responses were analyzed for 485 useable questionnaires 
because several were filled out improperly or returned too 
late to be included in the analysis. Characteristics of the 
study participants are summarized in Table 1. Slightly over 
one-third of the respondents (34.8%) had an advanced 
educational degree. One limitation to this study may be 
that most respondents (83%) were RDs. The results of this 
study, therefore, may not be applicable to all hospital 
foodservice directors, but only to RDs. 
Respondents' hospital characteristics are summarized in 
Table 2. The study sample is similar to member hospitals in 
the AHA in regards to bed size. The percentage of hospitals 
in the AHA with 199 or fewer beds is 55%, 200-399 beds is 
29%, and 400 beds or larger is 16% (Akins, 1991). 
Similarly, in the study sample, the percentage of hospitals 
within each bed size category is 57%, 27%, and 16%, 
respectively. 
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A.S. Hotel Restaurant h:lministration or Business 
B.S. Dietetics, Nutrition, Food Science, 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Character is tic no.• 
years worked as Registered Dietitian 
5 or less 161 34 
6 to 10 91 19 
11 to 15 93 20 
16 to 20 62 13 
21 to 25 37 8 
100re than 26 31 6 
years worked in food service management 
5 or less 107 32 
6 to 10 82 25 
11 to 15 53 16 
16 to 20 37 11 
21 to 25 31 9 
ioore than 26 25 8 
·n=485 
34 










government owned (Federal) 




m.mt>er of beds 
199 or fewer 
200-399 beds 
400 beds or larger 





































•respondents could choose nore than one characteristic, thus, the total 
is nore than 100\. 
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Reliability of Research Instrument 
The Cronbach's alpha coefficient for entry- and 
advanced-level competencies was 0.98 and 0.97, respectively. 
Item-total correlation analysis (Appendix H) showed that the 
alpha coefficient would not significantly increase for 
either scale if any item were omitted. These high 
Cronbach's alpha coefficients are indicative of high 
internal consistency of responses for this group. 
Importance of Financial Management Competencies 
The mean ratings of respondents' perceived importance 
of financial management competencies for entry- and 
advanced-level dietitians are summarized in Table 3. 
Generally, the standard deviations for mean scores were 
smaller for the importance of competencies for advanced-
level dietitians than for entry-level dietitians, indicating 
more agreement among respondents. Competencies that did not 
have a high mean rating (less than 2.0) for entry-level 
dietitians are included in Appendix I. 
Hypothesis 1 stated that the perceived importance 
ratings of financial management competencies by foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians are not different for entry- and 
advanced-level dietitians. Importance ratings for all 
competencies were higher for advanced-level dietitians than 
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Table 3. Mean Ratings• of Foodservice Directors' /Olief Dietitians 1111 
Perceived lrtt)Ortance of Financial Management eont>etencies 
for Entry- aoo Adyanced-Leyel Dietitians 
~tency 
1. Know reint>urserrent policies (such as DRGs, 
medicare, medicaid, private insurance). 
2. Define basic financial ternB. 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, sul:Eidized). 
5. Know basic accounting and financial 
management principles. 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 
7. Use c~ter to generate financial 
information, budgets, reports. 
8. Know depreciation methods and their 
application. 
9. Use mission statement, goals, objectives, 
and plans in developing budgets. 
10. Know appropriate application of different 
budgeting systerrs. 
11. Collect appropriate information for blliget 
planning. 
12. Project units of service, cost, and 
revenue as basis for budgeting. 
13. Justify booget requirements, inclt.xiing 
purchasing of new equipnent and renovation. 
14. Prepare budgets (operating budget, cash 
t::>u3get, and pro fo:rma balance sheet). 
15. Prepare capital blXigets. 
16. Use budget to establish cost control system. 
17. Justify requests(using rrethods such as 
return on investnent, tine value of m:mey, 
payback period, profitability index) for 
external or internal furxiing (i.e. capital 
bu::lgets, research proposals). 
18. Monitor variance reports (budget to actual) 
and design a plan for corrective action. 
19. Determine food, labor, am operating 
cost per unit of service. 
20. Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
21. Develop and rooclify menus in relation to cost. 
22. Price nenu items in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, 
storage, inventory, and sanitation 
procedures . 
24. Utilize precost and precontrol systenB 
for forecasting. 
25. Write purchase specifications and orders. 
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3. 5±0, 7 
3 .1±,0. 9 
3. 6±.0. 7 
3 .6±.0. 7 
3.7±.0.6 












3. 2±.0. 9 


























Monitor procedures for billing, cash 
haooling, and harrlling of non-cash income. 
Analyze financial ill'P3Ct of operational 
decisions. 
Analyze cost/benefits prograns and courses 
of action. 
Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets. 
Assess financial status based on approved 
baiget. 
Assess financial status based on profit 
and loss statement. 
Analyze cash flow. 
Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statement. 
Identify sources of furds and solicit furxis 
for new projects. 
Authorize experxlitures. 
Establish financial objectives of departnent. 
Establish and inplenent fees for service. 
Develop plan for collection of fees 
and accounts. 
calculate and use break-even analysis 
infornation. 
Determine cost effectiveness of make vs. 
buy decisions. 
Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Know process for internal/ external au::ii ts. 
calculate contribution margin. 
Determine labor hour requirenents in relation 
to volume and btxiget per unit of service. 
Reconmeoo wage arx1 salary adjusbnents for 
~loyees. 
Determine appropriate use of part-tine and 
over-time labor. 
Estimate personnel costs for a facility for 
budget and planning purposes. 
Know insurance, tax, and other 
personnel-related requirements. 





2. 3±.1. 0 
1. 6±.1.0 
2 .1±.1. 0 
2. 0±.1. 0 
1. 9±1.1 
1. 9±.1. 0 
1. 9±.1. 0 
1. 9±1.1 
2 .1±1.1 
2. 4±1. 0 
2 .0±.1.1 
1. 9±.1. 0 
2. 3±.1.1 
2. 5±1. l 
2 .0±1. l 
1.6±1. 0 
2. 2±.1.1 






3. 6±.0. 7 





3. 3±.0. 9 





3. 2±.0. 9 





3. 6±.0. 7 
3. 7±.0. 6 
3.5±.0.8 
3. 0±.1. 0 
3.3±0.9 
•A five-point rating scale was used; 0 not irrportant, 1 of little 
i~rtance, 2 some irrportance, 3 irrportant, and 4 very irrportant. 
•n=464 to 482 
·1~rtance ratings for all COOl)etencies were higher for advanced-level 
dietitians (pi 0.0001). 
•meant.standard deviation 
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for those at entry-level (p~0.0001). Thus, hypothesis 1 was 
rejected. 
Entry-Level Dietetic Practice 
The percentage of respondents who rated each financial 
management competency "important" or "very important" for 
entry-level dietitians, ranged from 74.5% to 15.2\ (Table 
J-1). Over 50\ of the respondents thought eight 
competencies were "important" or "very important" for entry-
level dietitians. These items, in descending order of 
importance, include: 
21. Develop and modify menu items in relation to cost. 
20. Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, storage, 
inventory, and sanitation procedures. 
4. Know financial goals of the operation (profit, 
break even, subsidized). 
22. Price menu items in accordance with established 
pricing strategies. 
2. Define basic financial terms. 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 
42. Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Less than 20% of the respondents thought "know depreciation 
methods and their application" (8); "develop financial 
ratios related to profits, investments, and assets" (30); 
and "calculate contribution margin" (44), were "important" 
or "very important" for entry-level dietitians. 
The frequency distribution of respondents' perceived 
importance ratings for the 50 financial management 
competencies for entry-level dietitians is shown in Table 
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K-1. Data show that although a high percentage of 
respondents did not rate some of the competencies 
"important" or "very important," a large number rated them 
of "some importance." Competencies that 40 to 50% of the 
respondents rated "not important" or "of little importance" 
included "know depreciation methods and their application" 
(8); "develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets" ( 30); "calculate con tr i but ion 
margin" (44); and "know insurance, tax, and other personnel-
related requirements" (49). 
Advanced-Level Dietetic Practice 
The percentage of respondents who rated each financial 
management competency "important" or "very important" for 
advanced-level dietitians is shown in Table J-2. In every 
instance, the percent who listed each competency "important" 
or "very important" increased from entry- to advanced level. 
Percentages ranged from 57.6 to 96.7%. Twenty-six out of 
the 50 competencies were rated "important" or "very 
important" for advanced-level dietitians by 90% or more of 
the respondents. Sixteen of the 50 competencies were rated 
"important" or "very important" by 80% or more of the 
respondents. The remaining eight competencies were rated by 
57.6 to 79.0\ of respondents as "important" or "very 
important" for advanced-level dietitians. The competency 
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"know depreciation methods and their application" (8), was 
rated lowest, but still over half of the respondents felt 
this competency was "important" or "very important" for 
advanced-level dietitians. 
Similar competencies had the lowest ratings for both 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians. These competencies 
included "know depreciation methods and their applications" 
(8); "know appropriate application of different budgeting 
systems" (10); "develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets" (30); "analyze cash flow" (33); 
"calculate contribution margin" (44); and "know insurance, 
tax, and other personnel-related requirements" (49). 
The frequency distribution of respondents' importance 
ratings for the financial management competencies for 
advanced-level dietitians is shown in Table K-2. Data show 
that none of the competencies had a high percentage of 
respondents rating them "not important" or "of little 
importance." 
Financial Management Areas 
Entry-Level Dietetic Practice 
Factor analysis of the responses to the 50 financial 
management competencies for entry-level dietitians resulted 
in three factors. The rotated factor loading matrix for 
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entry-level dietitians is shown in Table 4. The three 
factors identified for entry-level dietitians are financial 
knowledge (factor A); cost control (factor B); and budgeting 
and financial analysis (factor C). 
Hypothesis 2 stated that for the factors identified at 
entry-level, there is no difference in importance ratings 
based on the number of years employed as an RD or the number 
of years employed in foodservice management. Regression 
analysis for the model was not statistically significant. 
Thus, the hypothesis was not rejected. 
Advanced-Level Dietetic Practice 
Factor analysis of the responses to the 50 financial 
management competencies for advanced-level dietitians 
resulted in four factors. The rotated factor loading matrix 
for advanced-level dietitians is shown in Table 5. The four 
factors identified for advanced-level dietitians are 
financial knowledge (factor A); budgeting (factor B); cost 
control (factor C); and financial analysis (factor D). 
Hypothesis 3 stated that for the factors identified at 
advanced-level, there is no difference in importance ratings 
based on the number of years employed as an RD or the number 
of years employed in foodservice management. Regression 
analysis for the model was not statistically significant. 
Therefore, the hypothesis was not rejected. 
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Table 4. Factor Loading Matrix Following Varinex Rotation of a Three-Factor 
Solution for Financial Management Corrpetencies for Entry-Level 
Dietitians 
Conpetencv 
Factor Load ing;t 
Factor A Factor B Factor c 
FINMCil,L ~ (FAC'fCR A) 
2. Define basic financial terms. 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, subsidized). 
5. Know basic accounting and financial 
management principles. 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 
7. Use corrp.iter to generate financial 
infonration, budgets, reports. 
8. Know depreciation methods and their 
application. 
9. Use mission statement, goals, objectives, 
and plans in developing btxigets. 
10. Know appropriate application of different 
budgeting systems. 
11. Collect appropriate information for bu::iget 
planning. 
12. Project units of service, cost, arxi 
revenue as basis for budgeting. 
13. Justify btxiget requirements, inclooing 
purchasing of new equipnent and renovation. 
14. Prepare boogets (operating budget, cash 
btxiget, and proforma balance sheet). 
15. Prepare capital boogets. 
16. Use budget to establish cost control system. 
17. Justify requests(using rrethods such as 
return on investment, time value of nDney, 
payback period, profitability iooex) for 
external or internal funiing (i.e. capital 
boogets, research proposals) . 
18. Monitor variance reports (budget to actual) 
and design a plan for corrective action. 
<DST CDnRI.. (FICl'CE B) 
19. Determine food, labor, and operating 
cost per unit of service. 
20. Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
21. Develop and m:xiify menus in relation to 
cost. 
22. Price menu iterrs in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, 
storage, inventory, and sanitation 
procedures. 
24. utilize precost and precontrol systerrs 
for forecasting. 










































































Table 1 <continued> 
Factor r,ooo1nas· 
Corrpetencv Factor A Factor B Factor c 
26. Supervise cafeteria cash activities 
and reporting. 
27. Monitor procedures for billing, cash 
handling, and haooling of non-cash income. 
IUXEl'Il«3 MD FIIWICIAL ANALYSIS (F.1!Cl'(E C) 
1. Know reint>ursement policies (such as mGs, 
medicare, medicaid, private insurance). 
28. Analyze financial irrpact of operational 
decisions. 
29. Analyze cost/benefits prograne and courses 
of action. 
30. Develop financial ratios related to 
profits,investments, and assets. 
31. Assess financial status based on approved 
budget. 
32. Assess financial status based on profit 
and loss statement. 
33. Analyze cash flow. 
34. Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statenent. 
35. Identify sources of furrls and solicit 
funds for new projects. 
36. Authorize expenditures. 
37. Establish financial objectives of 
department. 
38. Establish ard int>lement fees for service. 
39. Develop plan for collection of fees 
and accounts. 
40. calculate and use break-even analysis 
information. 











Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Know process for internal/external audits. 
calculate contribution nargin. 
Determine labor hour requirenents in relation 
to volwte and budget per unit of service. 
Recomnend wage and salary adjustments for 
ent)loyees. 
Determine appropriate use of part-time 
and over-time labor. 
Estinate personnel costs for a facility 
for budget and planning purposes. 
Know insurance, tax, and other 
personnel-related requirements. 















































































·rtems -were assigned to factors based on the highest factor loading; some items 
may have high loadings on roore than one factor. 
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Table 5. Factor Loading Matrix Following Varirrax Rotation of a Four-
Factor Solution for Financial Management Corrpetencies for 
Adyanced-Level Dietitians 
Factqr Loadings• 
Coqpetency Factor A Factor a Factor c Factor P 
FIIWCIAL ~ (F.1C'l'(R A) 
1. Know reinblrsement policies (such as 
DRGs, 118iicare, medicaid, private 
insurance) . 
2. Define basic financial terrre. 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, subsidized). 
5. Know basic accounting and financial 
nanagement principles. 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 
7. Use cooplter to generate financial 
infornation, blxigets, reports. 
8. Know depreciation methods and their 
application. 
9. Use mission statement, goals, 
objectives, and plans in developing 
budgets. 
10. Know appropriate application of 
different budgeting systerrs. 
17. JL1Stify requests (using methods such 
as return on investment, time value of 
Rllney payback period, profitability 
iooex) for external or internal furding 
(i.e. capital budgets, research 
proposals ) • 
II.IXEf'IIE ( F.IICl'm B) 
11. Collect appropriate information for 
budget planning. 
12. Project units of service, cost, and 
revenue as basis for blxigeting. 
13. Justify budget requirements, 
including purchasing of new 
equipnent and renovation. 
14. Prepare budgets (operating btxiget, 
cash budget, and proforma balance 
sheet). 
15. Prepare capital btxigets. 
16. Use buiget to establish cost control 
system. 
18. Monitor variance reports (btxiget to 
actual) and design a plan for 
corrective action. 
19. Determine food, labor, and operating 














































































Table 5 (Continued) 
Factg:;: Load1nas• 
caroet!:~:r:: E~t2t: A FactQt a EactQt ~ FactQt 12 
23. Maintain cost control through 
receiving, storage, inventory, am 
sanitation procedures. 0.28 0.53 0.49 0.11 
27. Monitor procedures for billing, cash 
haooling, ard handling non-cash incone. 0.24 0.48 0.44 0.40 
28. Analyze financial i~ of 
operational decisions. 0.33 0.57 0.26 0.33 
29. Analyze cost/benefits of progranB and 
courses of action. 0.30 0.42 0.24 0.42 
31. Assess financial status based on 
approved budget. 0.32 0.58 0.11 0.50 
36. Authorize expeooitures. 0.22 0.53 0.25 0.44 
37. Establish financial objectives of 
department. 0.26 0.64 0.22 0.38 
41. Determine cost effectiveness of make 
vs. buy decisions. 0.17 0.49 0.36 0.45 
45. Determine labor hour reguirenents 
in relation to volllltl! ard btnget 
per unit of service. 0.20 0.50 0.31 0.41 
46. RecomneR:J ""8qe and salary adjustments 
for E!lfl)loyees • 0.11 0.54 0.29 0.43 
47. Determine appropriate use of part-time 
and over-time labor. 0.14 0.58 0.31 0.32 
48. Estimate personnel costs for a facility 
for budget am planning purposes. 0.17 0.64 0.25 0.42 
CDn' <DftRCL (F.1Cl'Cm C) 
20. Develop ard cost staR:Jardized recipes. 0.21 0.15 0.76 0.19 
21. Develop and mxiify menus in relation 
to cost. 0.21 0.19 0.73 0.22 
22. Price menu items in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 0.25 0.31 0.69 0.21 
24. Utilize precost and precontrol systems 
for forecasting. 0.35 0.32 0.41 0.35 
25. Write purchase specifications arrl 
orders. 0.28 0.37 0.41 0.25 
26. Supervise cafeteria cash activities 
and reporting. 0.13 0.39 0.57 0.27 
FIIWCIAL .ANALYSIS (F1C'l'CJi D) 
30. Develop financial ratios related to 
profits, investnents, arrl assets. 0.33 0.27 0.11 0.67 
32. Assess financial status based on 
profit and loss statement. 0.32 0.53 0.06 0.54 
33. Analyze cash· flow. 0.25 0.47 0.11 0.59 
34. Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statement. 0.26 0.45 0.05 0.64 
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Table 5 (Continued) 
Factg.: I..oadlnas• 
Com:>etencv FactQ:C: A [actgt a FactQt ~ [actQt 12 
35. Identify sources of funds ar¥i solicit 
funds for new projects. 0.19 0.27 0.05 0.64 
38. Establish ar¥i irrplement fees for 
service. 0.11 0.22 0.37 0.49 
39. Develop plan for collection of fees 
ar¥1 accounts. 0.17 0.05 0.24 0.62 
40. calculate aoo use break-even analysis 
infornation. 0.26 0.39 0.30 0.58 
42. Develop plans to generate revenue. 0.17 0.25 0.17 0.51 
43. Know process for internal/external 
aooits. 0.27 0.09 0.21 0.63 
44. calculate contribution margin. 0.26 0.14 0.22 0.75 
49. Know insurance, tax, an:.1 other 
personnel-related requirements. 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.59 
50. calculate turnover an:i absenteeism 
costs. 0.21 0.44 0.19 0.54 
•1tens were assigned to factors based on the highest factor loading; some itens 
may have high loadings on roore than one factor. 
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Support for Specialization 
Almost 90% of respondents who were Registered (or 
registration-eligible) Dietitians and had an advanced 
educational degree supported specialization in foodservice 
management. Of those Registered (or registration-eligible) 
Dietitians who did not have an advanced educational degree, 
86.2% supported specialization in this area. Table 6 shows 
the percentage of Registered (or registration-eligible) 
Dietitians, by their longevity of employment as RDs and 
employment in foodservice management, who support 
specialization in foodservice management. In every 
category, 82.1 to 91.3% of respondents supported 
specialization in this area, regardless of the number of 
years employed as an RD or in foodservice management. 
Written comments of respondents who did not support 
specialization certification in foodservice management had a 
general theme. Numerous comments were made that 
specialization certification would not be practical for 
small or rural hospitals where one dietitian assumes 
clinical and administrative duties. Similarly, others 
commented that hospitals can not afford to hire two 
dietitians to do one job. Many commented that they would 
support specialization if it took place at the graduate 
level, after completion of the practice experience, or after 
being on the job for five years or longer. Others indicated 
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Table 6. Percentage of Registered or Registration Eligible Dietitians 
at Different Lengths of Errploynent ~o Support Specialization 
in Foodservice Management (n=406) 
Percent 
years ~rked as Registered Dietitian 
5 or less 88.9 
6 to 10 83.2 
11 to 15 91.3 
16 to 20 88.5 
21 to 25 85.7 
roore than 26 86.7 
years ~rked in foodservice management 
5 or less 86.6 
6 to 10 90.0 
11 to 15 91.2 
16 to 20 95.7 
21 to 25 82.1 
roore than 26 84.2 
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that joining an organization like ASHFA would be more 
beneficial than certification. For those respondents who 
wrote comments, there was general agreement that dietetic 
education needed to provide more business skills in areas of 
marketing, finance, management, and personnel. Supporters 
of specialization commented that if dietetic education did 
not strengthen skills in these areas, dietitians would 
continue to lose management jobs to those with business 
training but without training in nutrition. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Financial management skills of entry- and advanced-
level dietitians may become more important in times of 
economic uncertainty. As the profession of dietetics 
changes to meet new demands of the economic environment, 
these skills need to be delineated and strengthened. The 
introduction of specialty certification into the dietetic 
profession also necessitates that certain skills used at 
different levels of practice be identified. Research 
studies, which help practitioners define and identify the 
importance of skills used at entry- and advanced-levels of 
dietetic practice, are essential for the advancement of the 
profession. 
This study has shown that, overall, foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians ranked the 50 financial 
management skills of some importance for entry-level 
dietitians and as more important for advanced-level 
dietitians. This is consistent with findings in the study 
of Dowling et al. (1990) who found that food and nutrition 
department directors and management dietetic educators 
ranked financial management as the third most important 
skill required for a director of food and nutrition. Yates 
et al. (1987) found that healthcare administrators 
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emphasized analytical ability and financial competencies as 
skills necessary for foodservice directors/managers as 
evidenced by the large number in their study who required 
bachelor of arts or science in business or a master in 
business administration. 
Undergraduate Preparation 
Various research studies have found that entry-level 
dietitians may be deficient in some management areas. 
Snyder et al. (1985) found that career-entry dietitians 
perceived themselves as competent in only three of 59 
administrative competencies. Sanford et al. (1973) found 
that dietetic internship graduates thought their preparation 
was less than adequate in conceptual skills, including 
financial management. Rinke et al. (1982) found that 
employers perceived entry-level dietitians as having a 
mastery of technical skills but less preparation in areas 
requiring conceptual skills. Fruin and Lawler (1986) found 
that dietetic interns rated their competence in managing 
resources as lower than in all other foodservice management 
concepts. 
These studies indicate that undergraduate dietetic 
education should be strengthened in financial management. 
Therefore, competencies that at least 50% of foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians rated "important" or "very 
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important" for entry-level dietitians should be covered in 
undergraduate curricula. These items include: 
Develop and modify menus in relation to cost. 
Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
Maintain cost control through receiving, storage, 
inventory, and sanitation procedures. 
Know financial goals of the operation (profit, break 
even, subsidized). 
Price menu items in accordance with established pricing 
strategies. 
Define basic financial terms. 
Know purpose of financial reports. 
Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Graduate and Continuing Education Programs 
Research on evaluating management concepts taught in 
dietetic graduate programs is limited. Seal et al. (1983) 
found that nine competencies, including "use financial 
analysis techniques," were expected of a dietitian with a 
master's degree. Ecklund et al. (1989) found that KSU 
Master of Science graduates recommended budgeting, financial 
planning and analysis, and cost control be added to the 
curriculum. Financial management skills, therefore, must be 
included in graduate and continuing education programs 
because more financial expertise is expected by employers of 
practitioners beyond entry-level. 
When planning graduate curricula and continuing 
education, educators should consider including competencies 
related to the four identified factors for advanced-level 
dietitians. The competencies in each factor are listed in 
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descending order of mean importance ratings. 
Financial Knowledge (factor A): 
Know financial goals of the operation (profit, break 
even, subsidized). 
Know purpose of financial reports. 
Define basic financial terms. 
Know basic accounting and financial management 
principles. 
Use mission statement, goals, objectives, and plans in 
developing budgets. 
Know reimbursement policies (such as DRGs, medicare, 
medicaid, private insurance. 
Know how to prepare financial reports. 
Justify requests(using methods such as return on 
investment, time value of money, payback period, 
profitability index) for external or internal funding 
(i.e. Capital budgets, research proposals). 
Use computer to generate financial information, 
budgets, reports. 
Know appropriate application of different budgeting 
systems. 
Know depreciation methods and their application. 
Budgeting (factor B): 
Justify budget requirements, including purchasing of 
new equipment and renovation. 
Determine food, labor, and operating cost per unit of 
service. 
Determine appropriate use of part-time and over-time 
labor. 
Use budget to establish cost control system. 
Analyze cost/benefits of programs and courses of 
action. 
Collect appropriate information for budget planning. 
Project units of service, cost, and revenue as basis 
for budgeting. 
Monitor variance reports (budget to actual) and design 
a plan for corrective action. 
Maintain cost control through receiving, storage, 
inventory, and sanitation procedures. 
Analyze financial impact of operational decisions. 
Determine labor hour requirements in relation to volume 
and budget per unit of service. 
Recommend wage and salary adjustments for employees. 
Prepare budgets (operating budget, cash budget, and pro 
forma balance sheet). 
Establish financial objectives of department. 
Determine cost effectiveness of make vs. buy decisions. 
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Assess financial status based on approved budget. 
Estimate personnel costs for a facility for budget and 
planning purposes. 
Prepare capital budgets. 
Monitor procedures for billing, cash handling, and 
handling of non-cash income. 
Authorize expenditures. 
Cost Control (factor C): 
Develop and modify menus in relation to cost. 
Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
Price menu items in accordance with established pricing 
strategies. 
Write purchase specifications and orders. 
Utilize precost and precontrol systems for forecasting. 
Supervise cafeteria cash activities and reporting. 
Financial Analysis (factor D): 
Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Establish and implement fees for service. 
Assess financial status based on profit and loss 
statement. 
Makes decisions based on the balance sheet and income 
statement. 
Calculate turnover and absenteeism costs. 
Develop plan for collection of fees and accounts. 
Calculate and use break-even analysis information. 
Analyze cash flow. 
Identify sources of funds and solicit funds for new 
projects. 
Know process for internal/external audits. 
Know insurance, tax, and other personnel-related 
requirements. 
Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets. 
Calculate contribution margin. 
Specialization 
Specialization may help dietitians to be perceived as 
having more expertise in their chosen area of practice. For 
the dietitian practicing in foodservice systems management, 
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specialization may signal the need to strengthen skills. 
For example, this study shows that for financial management 
higher levels of skills are expected for the advanced-level 
dietitian. The same may be true, therefore, for other areas 
of management. Respondents in this study showed strong 
support for specialization within the area of foodservice 
management. This finding is consistent with Sandrick 
(1989), who found that 82.1% of directors of hospital 
dietary departments supported specialization. 
Future Studies 
This study determined the importance of 50 financial 
management competencies for entry- and advanced-level 
dietitians as perceived by hospital foodservice 
directors/chief dietitians. Since 83% of the respondents in 
this study were RDs, it may be useful to survey non-
Registered Dietitians to see if their views are similar. 
Foodservice directors who work in a setting other than a 
hospital could be surveyed to determine if different skills 
are needed in different settings. Another research study 
could determine foodservice directors' perceived adequacy of 
preparation in financial management for entry- and advanced-
level dietitians. These data could be used to evaluate 
current dietetic education programs and for undergraduate, 
graduate, and continuing education program development. 
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Other studies could compare foodservice 
directors'/chief dietitians' importance ratings for 
financial management competencies with those of dietetic 
educators. These data could be used by educators for 
program development and evaluation. Demographic data from 
this study showed that 66% of respondents had been working 
as an RD for six to 26 plus years. This group of dietitians 
could be surveyed to determine areas related to financial 
management in which they need continuing education programs. 
Educators and practitioners could then develop educational 
programs to meet identified needs. 
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STAGE I FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES 
FINANCL\L MANAGEME~'T COMPETE~CIES 
Directions: Please read the list of financial management competencies. Mark through any 
comperenc1es that you think is not or should not be done by an adminisrrative dietitian. Add any 
that are not included that either is or should be done by dietitians. Please feel free to mcxiify or 
edit any item included on our lisL Remember. this list should include all activities related to 
financial management that would be done by either enrry- or advanced-level administrative 
dietitians. 
General 
Define basic financial terms. 
Know purpose of financial reports. 
Know financial goals of the operation (profit, break even, subsidized). 
Apply accounting and bookkeeping principles. 
Prepare financial repons. 
Use computer to generate financial information and re pons. 
Budgeting 
Know appropriate application of different budgeting systems. 
Collect appropriate information for budget planning. 
Project units of service and revenue as basis for budgeting. 
Justify budget requirements, including purchasing of new equipment and renovation. 
Prepare budgets. 
Prepare capital budgets. 
Use budget to establish cost control system. 
Prepare proposals to justify requests for external or internal funding (i.e. capital budgets, research 
proposals) 
Cost Control 
Determine food, labor, and operating costs. 
Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
Develop and modify menus in relation to cost. 
Price menu items in accordance with established pricing strategies. 
Maintain cost control through monimring receiving, storage, inventory, and sanitation procedures. 
Utilize precost and preconrrol systems for forecasting. 
Write purchase specifications and orders. 
Supervise cafeteria cash activities and reporting. 




Analyze financial impact. 
Analyze cost/benefits of programs and courses of action. 
Complete variance analysis. 
Assess financial status based on approved budget 
Assess financial status based on profit and loss statement. 
Analyze cash flow. 
Make decisions based on the balance sheet and income statement. 
Identify sources of funds and solicit funds for new projects. 
Authorize expenditures. 
Establish financial objectives of deparunent. 
Establish and implement fees for service. 
Develop plan for collection of fees and accounts. 
Conduct break-even analysis. 
Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Know process for internal/external audits. 
Personnel 
Determine labor hour requirements in relation to volume and budget. 
Recommend wage and salary adjusrrnents for employees. 
Develop guidelines for salary scales and merit raises. 
Estimate personnel cosrs for a facility. 
Complete insurance, tax, and other personnel-related forms. 
Other 
Please write in any financial management competencies that we may have forgonen. 
THANK YOU FOR HELPING US WITH THIS STl:DY 
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APPENDIX B 
STAGE I PHONE SCRIPT 
Phone script: 
Ms. (Mr.) My name is Elisabeth Cochrane and I am 
a graduate student at the University of Tennessee in 
Knoxville, TN. Do you have a few minutes to talk to me? 
I am in the process of assembling a panel of experts in the 
area of foodservice financial management and would like your 
participation. This would involve reviewing a list of 
financial management competencies. This list has been 
developed from the ADA Role Delineation study for Entry-Level 
Dietitians and from various research articles. I need this 
information to develop a survey that will attempt to define 
entry- and advanced-level financial management competencies 
that could perhaps be used for specialty certification or for 
topics for graduate courses or continuing education. 
This list will be mailed to you and it will take no more than 
30 minutes of your time to review. I will mail the list to 
you in the next couple of days. Could you please review it 
and mail it back by March 14th? Let me make sure I have your 
correct address. Is it .... Thank you for your time and 
willingness to participate. 
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THE UNIVERSm' OF TENNESSEE 
IC\:OXVlLLE 
February 23, 1990 
Carol May, MS, RD 
Director of Nuttition Services 
East Tennessee Baptist Hospital 
P.O. Box 1788 
Knoxville, TN 37901 
Dear Ms. May: 
Thank you for agreeing to serve on the expen panel which will assist in 
developing a list of financial management competencies for administrative 
dietitians. Changes in the health care field have necessitated that dietitians 
become more financially astute. Some research studies have found that 
dietitians are not as well prepared in financial management as required by 
health care administrators. In addition, The American Dietetic Association 1s 
considering specialty certificanon for advanced-level pracmioners. Thus, we 
want to identify financial management competencies for entry- and advanced-
level dietitians. 
Please review this list of financial management activities. Delete any that you 
think should not be done by dietitians and add any that are not included. 
Responses of the expen panel will be used to develop a survey for hospital 
f oodservice directors, Plan IV N directors, dietetic internship directors, and 
approved preprofessional practice program directors. 
We appreciate your willingness to help us with this study. Please return this 










Jeannie Sneed, PhD, RD 
Assistant Professor 
1215 Wesr Cumberland A\'enue. R.oo.n ::q Knoxville. Tennessee, 37996-!CX:0/(615) qi4-S445, qi4-3491 
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APPENDIX D 
STAGE III QUESTIONNAIRE, COVER LETTER, AND CRITIQUE FORM 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES FOR 
ENTRY- AND ADVANCED-LEVEL DIETITIANS 
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Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences 
College of Human Ecology 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 37996-1900 
April 1990 
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PART I. lMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIF.S AT ENTRY- AND ADVANCED-LEVEL 
DIETETIC PRACTIC 
INSTRUCTIONS: P!ease read the following foocbervice fmancial managemenl compct.c:ncics and indiate how imponant each is 
io dietet1c ~ &1 tatry-levd and al ldvuad-lnet on a 4-poma !Cale wuh ·o· as DOl unponant and ·3· ~ very impcxunL 
An enuy-level position has been defined by The American Dietetic ADociation ~ a position requiring the minunum level of 
r.ra.ining/cxperic:ncc or as a po5ition which can be filled by a pcnoo w11b three years or less experience. 
1. Know mmbwxmcnt policies (such as DRGs. mediare. mediaid.. 
privale imunncc). 2 0 2 
2. Def me tmic financial lemlS. 0 2 0 2 3 
3. Know purpose ol financial rq,oru. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
4. Know financial goals of the operaaon (profit. meat e~. 
subsidized). 0 2 3 0 2 3 
5. Know basic accounting and financial managcmeru principles. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
6. Know 00W IO prepare fmaociaJ reporu. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
7. Use compulCf ID gcnt.n1C fuwlciaJ infoonation, budgeu. and repons. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
8. Know deJftciarion methods and their application. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
9. Use missicm s&a&eincnt, goals, objectives, and pbm ill devdopinc 
budgets. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
10. Know appropriale application of differenl budgetin& sysaem.s. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
11. CoUecl appq,na1e information for bud&U planning. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
12. Project uni1s of ,emce, cost. and revenue a basis fo' budgeting. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
13. Justify budget n:quiremmrs.. including purdmin1 rA new equipnenl 
and rcmvmon.. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
14. Prepare badcels (oprntin& budaet. cmta budaec. and pro forma 
balance staecl). 0 2 3 0 2 3 
1 S. Prepare apla1 badam- 0 2 3 0 2 3 
16. U,e bud,r:t 1> eabli!b OOll cmtroi sysaaa. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
17. JuSlify reqmem (mine memods such a man on ill•CIIIDCDf.. lime 
value of amey, payt,act period. profirabilsy inda) for aaanal 
or ia1a1111 fancinc (a..e. c:apila1 budceU. raearcb propmals). 0 2 3 0 2 3 
18. Monillor ..ance rq>ar11 (budcct ID aaual) and desip a pa far 
c:orrecti¥e aaioa.. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
19. DeenniDe food. Illa, IDd openrin& C0111 per unil of temee. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
20. Oeveq, ad COil SIIDdlrdized ft'JCipel. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
21. ~ ad modify menus in relalion ID COIL 0 2 3 0 2 3 
22. Price w mm 1n m::crdanc:e wu11 emiblisbrd pn:iaa m1lqieL 0 2 3 0 2 3 
23. ~ coa aJDIIOI dwoup momamna reccmnc. IIOlq'C. 
Ul¥'CIIIOry. and Slllilaioa procedures. 0 2 3 0 2 3 
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24. Utilize J»'CCOSl and JRCOl]b'OI systems fcx' force.ding. 
25. Write purchase specificarions and orders. 
26. Supcrvix cafcieria cash activities and rcpating. 
27. Monitor procedures fa billing, cash handling, and handling of 
non-cash income. 
28. Anafy7.e financial impact of opaatiooaJ decisions. 
29. Analyz.c cost/benefits o( programs and courses of action. 
30. Develop financial ~ related lO profits. invcsunents, and assets. 
31. ~ fmancial stalllS based on approved budgcL 
32. ~ financial staUJ.S based on profit and loss statement 
3 3. Anal yzc cash flow. 
34. Make decisions based oo the balance she.ct and income statement 
35. Identify sources of fWlds and solicit funds for new projects. 
36. Authorize expcndiwrcs. 
37. Establish financial objectives oC department 
38. Eslablish and implement fees for se.rvice. 
39. Develop pl.an for col1cction of f ccs and accounts. 
40. Calculate and use b'cak-evcn analysis infomwion. 
41. I::lele1mine cost eff cctiv~ oC make vs. buy decisions. 
42. Develop plans IO gencraJIC revenue. 
43. Know process for internal/external audits. 
44. C1Jcula1c contribution margin. 
45. Dclcrmine labor hour requirements in relatioo w volume and 
budget per unit of SCf'Yicc. 
46. Recommend wage and salary adjustments for employees. 
47. Dctenninc appropriate use of part-time and over-time labor. 
48. E.stima&e personnel costs for a facility for budget and planning 
purposes. 
49. Know insurance, tax, and other pcrsonncl-rclaiod requirements. 
50. Calculate turnover and abscntecism cOSlS. 
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PART ll. ADEQUACY OF FlNANOAL MANAGEMENT PREPARATION OF ENTRY-LEVEL DIETITIANS 
INSTRUCTIONS: P1case read same list of foodscn,cc financial management compct.encics and indicat.c lhe adequacy of 
d.ieo tians' ?"Cpar.uioo a, entry -level for each compc:ic:ncy on a 5-poim scale with ·o· as totally inadequate and • 4 • as very 
adequat.c. 
1. Know rcimbursemenl policies (such as DRGs.. medicarc, medicaid. 
pnvaie ~). 
2. Define ~ic fmancial terms. 0 2 3 ,4 
3. Know ~ of financial reports. 0 2 3 4 
4. Know tinancia.l goals of the opcntioo (J)rofit.. lreak even, 
subsidized). 0 2 3 4 
5. Know basic accounting and financial management principles. 0 2 3 4 
6. Know lx>w to prepare financial reports. 0 2 3 4 
7. Use compurcr ID gcncr.ue financial infcrmation. budgets, and rcpons. 0 2 3 4 
8. Know depreciatioo methods and lhcir applicat.ioo. 0 2 3 4 
9. Use mission statement. goals, objccnves, and plans in developing 
budgets. 0 2 3 4 
10. Know approprialc application of diffc:rcnt budgeting systems. 0 2 3 4 
11. Collect appropriate information for budget planning. 0 2 3 4 
12. Project units of service, COSl.. and revenue m basis fa budgeting. 0 2 3 4 
13. Justify budget requirements, including purc:hagng of new equipment 
and reoovalioo. 0 2 3 4 
14. Prei:mc budgets (operating budget. cash budget, and pro fonna 
balance sheet). 0 2 3 4 
15. Prepare capilal budgcu. 0 2 3 4 
16. U!C budget a, esrablisb cost control system. 0 2 3 4 
17. Justify~ (mmg methods such as renn on investment. time 
value oC moocy, payback period, profitability index) for cxtanal 
or internal funding (LC. capital buigcts. re,earch p-oposals). 0 2 3 4 
18. M~ ~ reports (budget ID actual) and design a plan for 
3 corTCCbYC ICUOD. 0 2 4 
19. Dctennme food. labcr, and operating com per anit oC ,cmce. 0 2 3 4 
20. Develop and COil standardized recipes. 0 2 3 4 
21. Develop and modify menus in rclatioo ID COSL 0 2 3 4 
22. Price menu iLcms in accordance wilb eslablished pricing strategies. 0 2 3 4 
23. Maintain COil canrol dlrougb monilaing reccmng. sungc, 
iDvemory. and saniWioa procedures. 0 2 3 4 
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24. U tilizc (X'CCOSl and preconttoi systems for f Ol"CCMting. 
25. Write purchase spec:ificatiom and ordas. 0 2 3 4 
26. Supervise cafeteria cub activities and reporting. 0 2 3 4 
27. Monitor procedures fa billing, ~h handling, and handling of 
non~ income. 0 2 3 4 
28. Analy1..C financial impact of ope.ratiooal decisions. 0 2 3 4 
29. Analyze COSl/bcncfits of programs and courses of action. 0 2 3 4 
30. Develop financial ratios rc1aacd to profits, invcsunents, and assets. 0 2 3 4 
31. ~ financial status based on approved budget. 0 2 3 4 
3 2. ~ financial status based on profit and l~ statement 0 2 3 4 
33. Analyze cash flow. 0 2 3 4 
34. Make decisions based on the balance she.ct and income statement 0 2 3 4 
35. Identify sources of funds and solicit funds for new projects. 0 2 3 4 
36. Authorize expenditures.. 0 2 3 4 
37. Establish finaocial objectives of depanment 0 2 3 4 
38. Establish and implement fees for service. 0 2 3 4 
39. Develop plan fa col.1ectioo of fees and accounts. 0 2 3 4 
40. Calculate and use tx"eak-evc:n analysis information. 0 2 3 4 
41. Detcnninc cost effectiveness c:l make vs. buy decisions. 0 2 3 4 
4 2. DevcJop plans to generaae revenue. 0 2 3 4 
43. Know process for intc:rna.1/exlema audits. 0 2 3 4 
44. Calculate contribution margin. 0 2 3 4 
45. Determine labor hour requirements in relatioo to volume and 
budget per unit of sezvicc. 0 2 3 4 
46. Recommend wage and salary adjustments for employees. 0 2 3 4 
47. Dctcnninc appr<)IIialc use ol pan-time and ov~-timc labor. 0 2 3 4 
4 8. Estimate personnel com for a facility for budget and planning 
purposes. 0 2 3 4 
49. Know insurance, tax, and omer personnel-related requirements. 0 2 3 4 
50. Calculate turnover and abscnleeism costs. 0 2 3 4 
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PART III. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISflCS 
INSTRUCTIONS: Plca,c answer lhc following questions about yourself and your hospital IO help us analyze the results of uus 
quesuoruwrc. 
Q-1. Gender (Circle one) 
1 Mu 
2 Fem.ur 
Q-2. Whicb CGJCational degrees beyond high school ~ you obtained? (Circle all thal awfy) 
0 Nome 
1 TecbicaU Assodalf dqree 
2 BS. Didetb'Food & Nutritioll 
3 B.S. Home Economia 
4 B.S. Hotel & Restaurant Administntion 
S B.s. B usiDess 
6 M.S. Natritioll 
7 M.S. lutitatioaaJ or food Muacement 
I M.B.A. 
9 PU>/Ed.D 
10 Otller, plea.w spedty ___________ _ 
Q-3. Arc you a regiSlercd dietitian? (Circle one) 
1 Yes 
2 No 
II ao, Co to question 7. 
Q-4. Whal was your route to registration? (Circle one) 
1 Appro¥ed PreprolessiooaJ Practice Program 
2 Coordinated Prop-am 
3 Dittdic Internship 
4 Trainttsbip 
S 3-Year experience 
6 Aclnaad degree plus 6-Montb expmena 
7 PU>. 
Q-5. Ho• many years have you worked as a rcgistcmd dietinan? (Circle one) 
1 .. s rsn 
2 6-11 years 
3 11-15 ,an 
4 16-20 yean 
5 21.- more Jean 
Q-6. Do you ltu1* lbc dietetic irofessioo should CSUlblisll spccia.lizatjm m foodscrvicc mnagcmcnt? (Cuclc one) 
1 Ya 
2 No 
u-. ~, aot'? ___________________________ _ 
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Q-7. How many years have you been employed in foodscrvice management? (Circle one) 
1 0-5 years 
2 6-10 years 
3 11-15 years 
4 16-20 years 
5 21 or more years 
Q-8. Which of the following chara:terisncs describe your hospi~ (Circle all thal apply) 
1 Not for profd 
2 For profit 
3 Teaching 
4 Non-teaching 
5 Corporate owned 
6 Multi-System 
7 Government owned (FederaO 
8 Gonrnment owned (State, COUJlty, or city) 
9 Church afTdiated 
10 University/Medical school 
11 Other, please specify ______________________ _ 
Q-9. Number of beds (Circle one) 
1 199 or fewer beds 
2 200-399 beds 
3 400 beds or larger 
Q-10. \Vho manages your food.service department? (Circle one) 
Facility/self-operated 
2 Conh'act company 






April 2, 1990 
THE L'~IVERsm· OF TE~~ESSEE 
KNOX\'ILLE 
Dear Foodservice Director. 
Changes in health care necessitate that dietitians develop and improve their 
financial management skills. In addition. more dietitians are seeking advanced 
degrees and the dietetic profession is considering specialty cenification for 
advanced-level practitioners. Therefore. it is imponant to develop financial 
management competencies at both enay- and advanced-level practice. 
We have developed a comprehensive list of financial management competencies 
based on the dietetic research literature and work with an expen panel of 
dietitians employed as hospital dietary depanment directors. Now we would 
like you, as a hospital foodservice director, to help us identify the imponance 
of these competencies at entry- and advanced-level practice. We would also 
like you to indicate how well you think entry-level dietitians are prepared in 
financial management when they begin their first job. 
You do not have to be a registered dietitian to panicipate in this study. Your 
responses will be confidential. The code number indicated on the fonn will 
only be used to identify who to send reminder cards to, thus, decreasing the 
cost of the survey. Please return your completed survey in the enclosed self-
addressed, postage-paid envelope by April 23. 
As a panicipant in our pilot study, we need your help in clarifying the 
questionnaire. Please complete the questionnaire. After it is complete. please 
fill out the Questionnaire Critique form that we have enclosed. Indicate any 
questions you have on either the questionnaire or the critique fonn. 
Your response is imponant to the success of this study and we greatly 
appreciate it. The results of this study could be used to srrengthen 
undergraduate and graduate dietetic education, to plan continuing education, and 






Jeannie Sneed, PhD, RD 
Graduate Teaching Assistant Assistant Professor 
12: 5 West Cumberland Avenue, Room 229 I Knox\'llle. Tennessee, 37996-1900/ (615) 974-)445, 9i4-3491 
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Ql!ESTIONNAffiE CRITIQUE 
We want to make sure that this questionnaire and cover letter are clear and easy to 
respond to before starting our research project Please assist us by answering the following 
questions. Revisions will be made based on your suggestions and comments. 
1. Does the cover letter provide a clear understanding of the purpose of the study? 
Yes 
--No 
If no, what suggestions do you have for improving the cover letter? 
2. Are instructions for completing the questionnaire clearly stated? 
Yes 
No 
3. Are questions stated clearly? 
Yes 
--No 
If no, which questions are not clear? _____________ _ 
4. Are instructions for returning the questionnaire clear? 
Yes 
No 
5. Approximately how long did it take you to complete the questionnaire? 
_____ minutes 
6. What suggestions do you have for improving the questionnaire? 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE 
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APPENDIX E 
HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW AND APPROVAL FORM 
1'lllN A ( ?UASE m'E ON nns FORK) 
:nst.ructions on reverse 
side of t.!"'.u fon111 
Cartific.at1on of Exan>t.1on from ~1.ew 
for Rasaarc:.n I.nTOlvLng lium&n SubJect.s 
A. PRDJ!X:r Dtm:IDR(s) ..Uor a>-Dlllll:lm(a): ( For student. pro Jee ts, list both t.he student. and th& &dTuar) 
~eannie Sneed, PhD. ~D. Melinda Anderson, Elisabeth Cochrane 
B. ~ MilIJJIG ArlJR!S,"5 aad. . Pmll ..... a, PD( a) and CD-PD: t,~ Jessie Harris bui 1aing 
974-5445 
C. 'IIl1Z OF PRO..JECr: 
Development of financial management competencies for entry- and advanced-level dietitiar 
D. DIP~: . 
Nutrition and Food Sciences 
E. z:c::EIKAL PUIIDIJI. AGDCr All> m IDIIII. C if applicable): 
N/A 
F. GIAKI SOllaSSitJI DIWLIIK ( if applicable) : 
May 15. 1990 
G. SUIIIll'.. DID: "U?Cffl cut.ificat:ioa by Direct.or of Resu.rch Coaq)liancu" 
( II> IISDIICII M&J a D'JTIUID tmIL CDIIrle&n<II IS cawml:D) 
July 1. 1990 
H. ES'I:tNAI!II <XltPLln'.CII DlD: 
(Include all upect.s of research and final wnt.e-up) 
June 30. 1991 
I. Objecti'ft(a) of PrDject: (SN Aftne or Flyer 13) 
The purpose of this study is to: 
1. Develoo a list of financial management comoetencies. 
2. Detenn1ne imoortance of financial management comoetencies for entry- and advanced-
1evel dietetic practice as perce1ved by Plan IV/V, Dietetic Internshio and.AP4 
Program Directors and Directors of hosoital dietary departments. 
3. Detennine the adequacy of preparation of entry-level dietitians as perceived by 
Pl~n IV/V, Dietetic Ipternship and AP4 Programs directors and hospital dietary 
II. Sub1ecu: (see reYU'Se or lyv • 3) deoartment di rectors. 
Subjects for the study include 675 hospital dietary department directors. 125 Plan IV/V 
directors, 98 Dietetic Internship Directors, and 50 AP4 Program Directors. A random 
selection procedure will be used for the hospital dietary directors and Plan IV/V 
directors ano the total population will be used for the Dietetic Internshio directors 
and the AP4 directors. Subjects will be asKed to respond to a written survey, which 
will take about 20-30 minutes to comolete. 
II!. Nathoda or Procadu:n&: ( IN A'r8rH or flyer 13) 
TwK> questionnaires attached were developed by .the researchers: the white one will be 
mailed to hospital dietary department directors, the blue one will be mailed to directc 
of the educational programs. The attached cover letters will be sent with the 
questionna1re and will explain that code nl.111bers are only being used·for follow-uo 
purposes, that all data will be held confidential. and that all data will be reported 
as grouo data. Participation will be voluntary, subjects can choose whether to resoond 
or not and response will indicate consent to particioate. No perceived risks are 
involveo in the study. Benefits are that the study will identify financial manaQement 
comoetencies. report the importance of these competencies to oractitioners, and serve 
as the basis for educational programs, continuing education activities, and specialty 
certification. The code nllftbers with the list of participants will be destroyed after 
followup reminders are mailed to the study sample. Thus, no names of participants 
will be retained. 
IV. CAIIID!(s) Pta !DIW'r DSDIICI P11. ltS O"l ... : _J __ ,_S ________ (sae AY9rse side for cat:.eeon.es) 
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CRP #: 3241 A 
TiiE UNNERSm' OF TENNESSEE 
KNOXVlLLE 
DATE: 05/23/90 
~(/ Title: Oeve 1 opment of Fi nanci a 1 management competencies for entry- and 
advanced-level dietitians 




Nutrition & Food Sciences 
229 Jessie Harris Bldg. 
Campus 
~l!iG· TIA/ ~,-on-t·rood Sciences 
229 Jessie Harris Bldg. 
Campus 
The project listed above has been certified exempt from review by the 
Corrmittee on Research Participation and is approved. 
This certification is for a period ending one year from the date of 
this letter. Please make timely submission of renewal or prompt 
notification of project termination (see item #2 below). 
The responsibilities of the project director include the following: 
1. Prior approval from the Coordinator of Compliances must be 
obtained before any changes in the project are instituted. 
2. Submission of a Form D at 12-month intervals attesting to the 
current status of the project (protocol is still in effect, 
project is terainated, etc.). 
We wish you success in your research endeavors. 
cc: Dr. James 0. "'°ran III 
229 Jessie Harris Bldg. 





Edith M. Szathmary 
Coordinator of Compliances 
APPENDIX F 
STAGE IV QUE.STIONNAIRE AND covm LETTER 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES FOR 
efIRY- AND ADVANCED-LEVEL DIETITIANS 
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PART L U\,1PORTANCE OF FINA..""CIAL MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES AT ENTRY- AND ADVANCED-LEVEL 
DIETETIC PRACTICE 
INS'IB.UCTIONS: Please read the follc,wmg foodservicc financw management competencies and mdicate how important each is 
for Regu;I.Cred Dieouan.s a1 BOTH E!'ITRY-LEVEL and ADVANCED-LEVEL on a 5-point scale with "O" as not unponant 
and "4" as very 1mporwu. An encry-lt:Yel pos1aon has been defined by The Amencan Dicteac Association as a pos1uon 
requiring the muumum level of tramm~texpenencc or as a poSition which can be filled by a person wtth three years or less 
expenencc. An advanced-level poSIUOll reqwrcs work/expenence. conunwng educauon. and/or advanced coursework: beyond that 
for encry-level. 
lrnponancc to Job lrnporumce to Job 
at Encrv-levcl at Advanced-level 
J{ ~i ~ iJ-- ~ w i:: .. t:: . " - ~ ,. .. t:: C ~=i~i ; ~ ~ : ~ - E E g E: -=f;f[t l g _ - ;; -
C ..-: - -
1. Know rcunbursement policies (sud:I as DRGs. medic.arc, med.icaid. 
I pnvate msurancc). 2 3 
2. Define basic financial tc.rmS. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
3. Know purpose of financial rcpons. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
4. Know financial goals of the operaooo (profit. break: even. 
subs1du.ed). 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
5. Know baslc accounting and finanaal managcmem pnnciples. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
6. Know how to prepare fmancial n::pons. 0 ! 3 4 0 2 3 4 
7. Use computer to generate financw information. budgets. and repons. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
8. Know dcpreclal.ion methods and tbCJr application. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
9. Use mission swement. goals. obJCX=Dvcs, and plans m developing 
budgets. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
10. Know appropriate application of dillerem budgeting systems. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
11. Collect appropnate informauon fer budget planning. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
12. ProJect units of seTV1CC, cost.. and revenue as basis for budgeting. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
13. Justify budget rcqu1TCments. includmg purchasing of new equipment 
and renovauon. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
14. Prepare budgets (operating budget. cash budget. and pro forma 
balance sheet). 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
15. Prepare capital budgets. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
16. Use budget to establish cost cootroi system. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
17. Justify rcquestS (using methods sudl as return on invesunent. time 
value of money, payback: pcnod. profitability index) for c:xt.emal 
or internal fundmg (i.e. capital bcxigcts. research proposals). 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
18. Monitor vanance repons (budget E actual) and design a plan for 
corrccave acuon. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
19. Determine food. labor. and operaong costs per unit of service. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
20. Develop and cost standardized~ 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
21. Develop and modify menus in rclaoon to cost. 0 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 
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22. Price menu items in accordance wich established pricing strategies. 
23. Maintain cost control. through morutoring receiving, swragc. 
inventory. and sarutaDOn procedures. 
24. Utilize precost and prcconcrol systems for forccasung. 
25. WriLC purchase spcafications and orders. 
26. Supervise cafeieria cash activities and reporting. 
27. Monitor procedures foe billing, cash handling, and handling of 
non-cash income. 
28. Analyze fmancial impact of opcrauonal decisions. 
29. Analyze cost/benefits of programs and courses of action. 
30. Develop financial ratios relate.d to profits. invesuncnts. and assets. 
31. Assess financial stams based on approved budget. 
32. Assess financial statuS based on profit and loss statcmenL 
33. Analyze cash flow. 
34. Make decisions based on the balance sheet and income swcmenL 
35. Identify sources of funds and solicit funds for new projects. 
36. Aulhonzc expenditun:s.. 
37. Establish financial obJCCtives of deparuncnL 
38. Establish and implement fees for service. 
39. Develop plan for coUection of fees and accounts. 
40. Calculate and use t:nak-even analysis informauon. 
41. Determine cost effeaiveness of make vs. buy decis10ns. 
42. Develop plans to generate revenue. 
43. Know process for imcrnal/extcma.l audits. 
44. Calcul.ate contribuuoo margin. 
45. Dcterrrune 13bor hoar rcqwremcnts in rclatioo to volume and 
budget per urut of service. 
46. Recommend wage and salary adjusunents for employees. 
47. Dciermme appropriale use of pan-wne and over-rime labor. 
48. Esumate personnel costs for a facility for budget and planrung 
purposes. 
49. Know insurance, tax.. and other personnel-related req1DTCmentS. 
50. Calculate wrnover and absem.ee1sm costs. 
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Importance to Job 
a.I Enrrv-level 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 
0 2 3 





























Imponance to Job 
a, Advanced-level 
" ... 
- ~ I 
~J!J;J j 
0 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 4 
0 2 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
0 2 3 4 
PART ll. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION 
INSTIU,'CTIONS: P1ease answer !he following qucscons about yourself and your hospital to help us anaiyzc the results of this 
quesuonruurc. 
Q- L Gender (Circ.lc one) 
I Male 
2 Female 
Q-2. Please list the llatnCS of ail cducaaonai degrees beyond high school that you have obtained (i.e. B.S. in d.iei:eucs or B.S. in 
hotel and rcstamanc adrmn.istraoonJ. 
Q-3. Are you a Regisl.Cffll Dietiti.in? (Ci.rde one) 
I No 
1 2 Yes 
~-4. What was your route to dietccc regis1r:mon? ----------------------
Q-5. How many ye:lrS h:lve you woriccd as a Registered Dieotian? ----------------
Q-6. Do you lhinlc the dieteuc profession should establish spcetali~oon in iood.service managemem? (Circle one> 
1 Yes 
2 No 
Ir no, why noc? _______________________________ _ 
Q-7. How many years have you been employed in food.service management? ------------
Q-8. Which of the foilowmg characiensucs descn.be your hospital? (Circle ail um apply) 
1 Not ror profit 
2 For profit 
3 Teaching 
4 Non-teaching 
S Corporate owned 
6 Multi-System 
Q-9. Number of beds (Circle one) 
1 199 or rewer beds 
2 200-399 beds 
J 400 beds or larger 
7 Gonrnment owned <Federal) 
8 Government owned (State. county, or city) 
9 Church affiliated 
10 UoiversitvlMedicaJ school 
11 Other, please spttify ---------
Q-10. Who manages your foodsavice deparanent? (Circle one) 
1 Facility/seff~rated 
2 Contract company 








THE UNNERSITY OF TE~TNESSEE 
~OXVILLE 
July 9, 1990 
Dear Foodservice Director: 
Changes in health care necessitate that dietitians develop 
and improve their financial management skills. In 
addition, more dietitians are seeking advanced degrees and 
the dietetic profession is considering specialty 
certification for advanced-level practitioners. Therefore, 
it is important to identify management competencies for 
both entry- and advanced-level dietetic practice. 
We have developed a comprehensive list of financial 
management competencies based on dietetic research 
literature and work with an expert panel of hospital 
dietary department directors. Now we would like you, as a 
hospital foodservice director, to help us identify the 
importance of these competencies for dietitians at entry-
and advanced-level practice. 
Your responses will be confidential and will be reported as 
group data. The code number indicated on the survey will 
only be used to identify to whom to send reminder cards, 
thus decreasing the cost of the survey. The code numbers 
with the list of participants will be destroyed after 
reminder cards are mailed. Please return your completed 
survey in the enclosed self-addressed, postage-paid 
envelope by July 25, 1990. 
Your response is important to the success of this study and 
we greatly appreciate it. The results of this study will 
be used to strengthen undergraduate and graduate dietetic 
education, to plan continuing education, and to identify 







Jeannie Sneed, PhD, RD 
As~istant Professor 




Dear Foodservice Director: 
You recently received a questionnaire to determine the 
ill'()Ortance of financial rranagerrent corrt)etencies for both 
entry- and advanced-level dietitians. Results of this study 
may be used to strengthen dietetic education, to plan 
continuing education, and to identify corrpetencies for 
specialty certification. 
If you have already coIT{)leted and returned the 
questionnaire, please accept our sincere thanks. If not, 
please take a few minutes to corrplete it and return it to 
us. Your response ls illt)Ortant. 








ITE}1JTOTAL RELIABILITY <XERELATIONS 
Deleted 
Variable 
The SAS System 10:06 Monday, OCtober 15, 1990 
) 
Correlation Analysis 
Cronbach Coefficient Alpha 
for RAW variables 0.981364 
for STANDARDIZED variables: 0.981291 
Raw variables Std. Variables 
Correlation 
with Total Alpha 
Correlation 





































































































































































































































vith Total Alpha 




with Total Alpha 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
EL45 0.753466 0.980891 o. 753103 0.980818 
EL46 0.763927 0.980867 0.760615 0.980801 
EL47 0.758213 0.980879 0.756852 0.980809 
EL48 0.795342 0.980791 0.792986 0. 980729 
EL49 o. 674458 0.981072 0.670163 0.981001 




The SAS System 10:06 Monday, October 15, 1990 
7 
Correlation Analysis 
Cronbach Coefficient Alpha 
for RAW variables 0.973708 
for STANDARDIZED variables: 0.974890 
Raw Variables Std. Variables 
Correlation 
with Total Alpha 
Correlation 


































































































































































































































































0.728240 o. 974180 
0.608225 o. 974514 
0.687459 0.974294 
APPENDIX I 
a:>HPETENCIES FOR ml'RY-LEVEL DIETITANS 
WITH MEAN RATINGS OF LESS THAN 2.0 
Table I. Competencies for Entry-Level Dietitians with Mean 
Ratings Less Than 2.0 
8. Know depreciation methods and their application. 
10. Know appropriate application of different budgeting 
systems. 
14. Prepare budgets (operating budget, cash budget, and 
proforma balance sheet). 
17. Justify requests (using methods such as return on 
investment, time value of money, payback period, 
profitability index) for external funding (i.e. 
capital budgets, research proposals). 
30. Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets. 
33. Analyze cash flow. 
34. Makes decisions based on the balance sheet and 
income statement. 
35. Identify sources of funds and solicit funds for new 
projects. 
36. Authorize expenditures. 
40. Calculate and use break-even analysis information. 
43. know process for internal/external audits. 
50. Calculate turnover and absenteeism costs. 
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APPENDIX J 
PERCEffl'AGE OF FOODSERVICE DIRECTORS/CHIEF 
DIETITIANS RATING FINANCIAL MAN~ COMPETENCIES 
AS IMPORTANT OR VEEY IMPORTANT 
FCR Effl'RY-LEVEL AND ADVANCED-LEVEL DIE'TITIANS 
Table J-1. Percentage of Foodservice Directors/Chief Dietitians• Rating 
Financial Management Conpetencies as Irrportant or Very Irrportant 
for Entry-Level Dietitians 
Co~tency 
21. Develop arv:\ m::xiify nemJS in relation to 
cost. 
20. Develop ard cost staooardized recipes. 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, 
storage, inventory, and sanitation 
procedures. 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, subsidized). 
22. Price menu iterrs in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 
2. Define basic financial ter11B. 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 
42. Develop plans to generate revenue. 
38. Establish aoo i~lement fees for service. 
5. Know basic accounting and financial 
management principles. 
19. Determine food, labor, and operating 
cost per unit of service. 
47. Determine appropriate use of part-time ard 
over-time labor. 
25. Write purchase specifications and orders. 
29. Analyze cost/benefits programs and courses 
of action. 
26. Supervise cafeteria cash activities 
and reporting. 
11. Collect appropriate infornation for budget 
planning. 
41. Determine cost effectiveness of make vs. 
buy decisions. 
Percent ranked Irrportant 














45. Determine labor hour requirements in relation 














12. Project units of service, cost, and 
revenue as basis for btrlgeting. 
13. Justify budget requirements, including 
purchasing of new equlpnent aoo renovation. 
9. Use mission statement, goals, objectives, 
and plans ln developing budgets. 
27. Monitor procedures for billing, cash 
haooling, aoo hard ling of non-cash incorrE. 
28. Analyze financial i~ of operational 
decisions. 
24. utilize precost and precontrol systems 
for forecasting. 
31. Assess financial status based on approved 
budget. 
46. Reconmeoo 'M:lge aoo salary adjustnents for 
err()loyees. 
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Table J-1 (Continued) 
Corr{:)etency 
1. Know reinbursement policies (such as ORGs, 
Percent ranked Irrportant 
or Very Irrportant11 
mecUcare, medicaid, private insurance. 36.2 
37. Establish financial objectives of department. 36.2 
48. Estimate personnel costs for a facility for 
booget and planning purposes. 35. 8 
18. Monitor variance reports (tuiget to actual) 
and design a plan for corrective action. 35.5 
16. Use booget to establish cost control 
system. 35.2 
32. Assess financial status based on profit 
aoo loss statement. 32. 8 
39. Develop plan for collection of fees and accounts. 31.9 
36. Authorize expeooitures. 31.5 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 29.8 
43. Know process for internal/external atrlits. 29.8 
35. Identify sources of funds and solicit furrls 
for new projects. 29.6 
14. Prepare budgets (operating booget, cash 
budget, and proforma. balance sheet). 29.2 
7. Use corrputer to generate financial 
information, budgets, reports. 28. 4 
17. Justify reguests(using methods such as 
return on investrrent, time value of noney, 
payback period, profitability index) for 
external or internal funding (i.e. capital 
budgets, research proposals). 28. 3 
40. calculate aoo use break-even analysis 
information. 27.6 
34. Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statement. 26.9 
33. Analyze cash flow. 26.6 
50. calculate turnover arrl absenteeism costs. 26. O 
15. Prepare capital bl.xigets. 23.8 
49. Know insurance, tax, and other 
personnel-related requirements. 22.4 
10. Know appropriate application of different 
txxigeting systene. 21.7 
44. calculate contribution margin. 18.7 
30. Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, aoo assets . 16. O 
8. Know depreciation methods aoo their 
application. 15.2 
·n=485 
11A five-point rating scale "85 used; 0 not irrportant, 1 of little irrportance, 
2 sane irrportance, 3 irrportant, arrl 4 very irrportant. 
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Table J-2. Percentage of Foodservice Directors/O'lief Dietitians• Rating 
Financial Management Corrpetencies as Irrportant or Very Irrportant 
for Advanced-Level Dietitians 
~tency 
Percent ranked Irrportant 
or Very Irrportant111 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, subsidized). 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 
16. Use budget to establish cost control 
system. 
42. Develop plans to generate revenue. 
38. Establish and i~lement fees for service. 
47. Determine appropriate use of part-tine and 
over-tine labor. 
29. Analyze cost/benefits progrartB and courses 
of action. 
13. Justify budget requirements, including 
purchasing of new eguiprocnt and renovation. 
19. Determine food, labor, and operating 
cost per unit of service. 
12. Project units of service, cost, and 
revenue as basis for budgeting. 
37. Establish financial objectives of departnent. 
21. Develop and m:xiify nenus in relation to 
cost. 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, 
storage, inventory, and sanitation 
procedures. 
18. Monitor variance reports (budget to actual) 
and design a plan for corrective action. 
45. Determine labor hour requirements in relation 
to vol1.1Ite and budget per unit of service. 
11. Collect appropriate information for budget 
planning. 
28. Analyze financial irrpact of operational 
decisions. 
2. Define basic financial tenrs. 
22. Price nenu itens in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 
46. RecOlll'leOO W3ge and salary adjusbnents for 
errployees. 
41. Determine cost effectiveness of rrake vs. 
buy decisions. 
9. use mission statement, goals, objectives, 
and plans in developing budgets. 
20. Develop and cost standardized recipes. 
14. Prepare budgets (operating budget, cash 
budget, and pro forna balance sheet). 
36. Authorize experrlitures. 
48. F.stirrate personnel costs for a facility for 




























Table J-2 (continued) 
CO~tency 
5. Know basic accounting and financial 
Percent ranked Irrportant 
or Very Irrportant• 
management principles. 89.9 
31. Assess financial status based on approved 
budget. 89.1 
25. Write purchase specifications arrl orders. 88.6 
15. Prepare capital budgets. 88.1 
1. Know reint>ursenent policies (such as DR.Gs, 
medicare, medicaid, private insurance. 87.8 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 86.2 
17. Justify requests(using methods such as 
return on investment, time value of m:::>ney, 
payback period, profitability irrlex) for 
external or internal fuooing (i.e. capital 
buigets, research proposals). 86.2 
32. Assess fir,;.ncial status based on profit 
and loss statenent. 85.1 
27. Mani tor procedures for billing, cash 
haooling, and harrlling of non-cash income. 84. 7 
34. Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statement. 83. 9 
50. calculate turnover and absentee ism costs. 83. 3 
24. utilize precost and precontrol system:J 
for forecasting. 83.0 
26. Supervise cafeteria cash activities 
arrl reporting. 81.7 
40. calculate am use break-even analysis 
infornation. 81.4 
43. Know process for internal/external audits. 80.5 
35. Identify sources of furrls and solicit furds 
for new projects. 80.1 
7. Use coJll)Uter to generate financial 
inforrration, budgets, reports. 79.0 
39. Develop plan for collection of fees arrl accounts. 78.1 
33. Analyze cash flow. 77.9 
10. Know appropriate application of different 
budgeting systems. 77.2 
49. Know insurance, tax, an1 other 
personnel-related requirements. 69.0 
30. Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, am assets. 68. 3 
44. calculate contribution margin. 65.5 
8. Know depreciation methods an1 their 
application. 57.6 
·n=485 
•A five-point rating scale "'85 used; 0 not irrportant, 1 of little irrportance, 
2 some irrportance, 3 irrportant, arrl 4 very irrportant. 
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APPENDIX K 
FREXlUElCi DISTRIBUrION OF FOODSERVICE 
DIRECTCES'/CHIEF DIETITIANS' PmCEIVED IMPCRTANCE RATINGS 
OF FINANCIAL MAN~ COMPE'IfflCIES 
Fm ENIRY-LEVEL AND AD~CED-LEVEL DIETITIANS 
Table K-1. Frequency Distribution of Foodservice Directors'/Chief 
Dietitians•• Perceived Importance Ratings of Financial 
Management Competencies for Entry-Level Dietitians 
In:gottanc~ ?Q ~Qb 
Entry-Level Coll'{)etencies Not OfLit Some Irrpt Very 
Iom Illl2t Illl2t Irmt 
<-----------\-----------> 
1. Know reirrt>ursement policies (such as DRGs, 
medicare, medicaid, private insurance. 5.6 12.3 45.8 25.7 10.5 
2. Define basic financial terms. 1. 7 10.0 34.1 38.3 16.0 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 1.5 10.2 34.8 37.3 16.3 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, subsidized). 2.3 8.3 30.5 37.3 21.6 
5. Know basic accounting aoo financial 
management principles. 1.9 12.3 37.4 33.7 14.8 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 7.7 21.3 41.1 22.1 7.7 
7. Use cont)uter to generate financial 
information, blrlgets, reports. 8.1 22.4 41.1 19.5 8.9 
8. Know depreciation methods and their 
application. 19.2 29.9 35.7 12.5 2.7 
9. Use mission statement, goals, objectives, 
and plans in developing budgets. 6.9 19.2 33.5 30.3 10.0 
10. Know appropriate application of different 
budgeting systenB. 11. 2 22.3 44.8 17.1 4.6 
11. Collect appropriate information for b\xiget 
planning. 4.8 15.4 34.7 33.9 11.2 
12. Project units of service, cost, am 
revenue as basis for blrlgeting. 5.6 17.2 34.9 31.6 10.7 
13. Justify booget requirements, inclooing 
purchasing of new egui(Xllent and renovation. 6.9 14.1 38.5 28.7 11.9 
14. Prepare boogets (operating budget, cash 
btxiget, and proforma balance sheet). 10.2 20.9 39.7 21.3 7.9 
15. Prepare capital boogets. 14.4 23.6 38.2 17.3 6.5 
16. Use budget to establish cost control 
system. 6.1 19.9 38.8 27.0 8.2 
17. Justify requests ( using methods such as 
return on inve!5tment, time value of iooney, 
payback pericxl, profitability iooex) for 
external or internal funding (i.e. capital 
bt.rlgets, research proposals). 9.9 22.9 39.0 22.6 5.7 
18. Monitor variance reports (budget to actual) 
and design a plan for corrective action. 8.2 18.4 37.8 26.2 9.3 
19. Determine food, labor, a.rd operating 
cost per unit of service. 3.5 14.0 34.4 32.8 15.2 
20. Develop and cost stamardized recipes. 1.5 5.2 26.3 41.5 25.6 
21. Develop a.rd m:xlify nenus in relation to 
cost. 0.6 4.4 20.5 45.9 28.6 
22. Price nenu itene in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 2.5 10.2 30.4 39.5 17.4 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, 
storage, inventory, and sanitation 
procedures. 2.1 8.6 23.1 40.5 25.6 
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Table K-1 (Continued) 
IIIIX)ttanc~ IQ ~Qb 
Entry-Level Cont)etencies Not OfLit Some Irrpt Very 
Irmt InDt InDt I1112t 
<-~--------%-----------> 
24. Utilize precost al'¥i precontrol systen5 
for forecasting. 5.9 14.8 41.4 30.8 7.2 
25. Write purchase specifications an:1 orders. 4.8 14.0 34.2 35.2 11.9 
26. Supervise cafeteria cash activities 
ar¥i reporting. 8.4 13.2 32.6 29.4 16.5 
27. Monitor procedures for billing, cash 
haooling, an:1 handling of non-cash income. 8.4 15.5 36.6 26.9 12.6 
28. Analyze financial inpact of operational 
decisions. 6.9 14.5 39.2 31.4 8.0 
29. Analyze cost/benefits prograns an:1 courses 
of action. 5.0 11.5 37.2 37.8 8.6 
30. Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, al'¥i assets. 16.8 26.9 40.3 13.7 2.3 
31. ~sess financial status based on approved 
btxiget. 8.1 17.9 36.9 30.0 7.1 
32. A5sess financial status based on profit 
aoo loss statement. 10.2 18.0 39.0 26.3 6.5 
33. Analyze cash flow. 12.8 20.3 40.4 20.7 5.9 
34. Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statement. 10.5 20.7 41.8 21.3 5.6 
35. Identify sources of furxls an:1 solicit fuoos 
for new projects. 10.2 21.9 38.3 24.2 5.4 
36. Authorize expenditures. 12.9 21. 7 34.0 24.0 7.5 
37. Establish financial objectives of departnent. 9.1 17.5 37.2 28.8 7.4 
38. Establish and irrplerrent fees for service. 5.2 10.2 35.7 35.3 13.6 
39. Develop plan for collection of fees 
aoo accounts. 12.1 19.4 36.7 23.1 8.8 
40. Calculate al'¥i use break-even analysis 
infornation. 10.5 20.8 41.2 22.1 5.5 
41. Determine cost effectiveness of make vs. 
buy decisions. 6.3 14.0 35.2 32.1 12.5 
42. Develop plans to generate revenue. 3.5 11.0 32.0 36.9 16.6 
43. Know process for internal/external audits. 9.8 21.3 39.0 22.3 7.5 
44. Calculate contribution margin. 16.4 25.7 39.1 16.4 2.3 
45. Determine labor hour requirements in relation 
to volume aoo budget per unit of service. 8.0 13.8 34.6 32.5 11.1 
46. Recormeni wage al'¥i salary adjustments for 
errployees. 10.4 20.4 32.6 26.0 10.6 
47. Determine appropriate use of part-time aoo 
over-time labor. 5.6 14.6 31.8 31.4 16.6 
48. Estinate personnel costs for a facility for 
budget aoo planning purposes. 9.2 18.8 36.2 24.9 10.9 
49. Know insurance, tax, al'¥i other 
personnel-related requirements. 13.8 24.5 39.3 16.3 6.1 
50. Calculate turnover and absenteeism costs. 10.0 21.0 42.9 18.3 7.7 
·n=485 
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Table K-2. Frequency Distribution of Focxiservice Directors'/Chief Dietitians•• 
Perceived IIIl)Ortance Ratings of Financial Hanagenent Colll>etencies 
for Advanced-Level Dietitians 
Irroottanc~ To JQQ 
Advanced-Level Corrpetencies Not OfLit Some Illl)t Very 
Irrot Irrot Irrot IDl)t 
<~-----------%~--------> 
1. Know reint>ursement policies (such as DRGs, 
medicare, medicaid, private insurance. 0.8 1.5 9.9 33.3 54.5 
2. Define basic financial terms. 0.2 0.4 7.8 27.7 63.9 
3. Know purpose of financial reports. 0.8 2.9 24.3 71.9 
4. Know financial goals of the operation 
(profit, break even, subsidized). 0.4 2.9 18.7 78.0 
5. Know basic accounting and financial 
nanagement principles. 0.8 9.2 28.3 61.6 
6. Know how to prepare financial reports. 0.2 2.7 10.9 26.5 59.7 
7. use corrputer to generate financial 
infornation, blxigets, reports. 1.5 2.1 17.5 35.6 43.4 
8. Know depreciation methods and their 
application. 3.2 8.6 30.6 31.2 26.4 
9. Use mission statement, goals, objectives, 
and plans in developing budgets. 0.8 1.1 6.9 28.8 62.3 
10. Know appropriate application of different 
blxigeting system3. 1. 7 2.1 19.0 39.0 38.2 
11. Collect appropriate infornation for budget 
planning. 0.6 0.6 6.3 26.1 66.3 
12. Project units of service, cost, aoo 
revenue as basis for budgeting. 0.6 0.8 4.4 26.1 68.1 
13. Justify budget requirements, including 
purchasing of new equi~nt and renovation. 0.4 0.8 4.4 17.2 77 .2 
14. Prepare budgets (operating budget, cash 
tx.dget, and pro forna balance sheet). 1.1 1.5 6.5 23.2 67.8 
15. Prepare capital budgets. 1.9 1. 7 8.4 26.6 61.5 
16. Use budget to establish cost control 
system. 0.2 0.8 2.8 28.4 67.8 
17. Justify requests(using methods such as 
return on investment, time value of rooney, 
payback period, profitability irr:iex) for 
external or internal funding (i.e. capital 
blxigets, research proposals). 0.8 3.1 9.9 29.8 56.4 
18. Monitor variance reports (budget to actual) 
and design a plan for corrective action. 0.4 1.5 5.1 24.5 68.4 
19. Determine food, labor, and operating 
cost per unit of service. 0.4 1.1 4.2 20.2 74.1 
20. Develop am cost standardized recipes. 0.4 8.4 24.9 66.2 
21. Develop and RWJdify menus in relation to 
cost. 0.2 6.1 22.7 70.9 
22. Price menu itene in accordance with 
established pricing strategies. 0.2 1. 7 6.4 29.6 62.0 
23. Maintain cost control through receiving, 
storage, inventory, and sanitation 
procedures. 0.4 1.1 5.3 22.4 70.9 
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Table K-2 (Continued) 
Inportance To Job 
Advanced-Level Conp!tencies Not OfLit Some Int)t Very 
Inpt I rcpt I rrpt I npt 
<-------------%----------> 
24. utilize precost and precontrol systems 
for forecasting. 1.1 
25. Write purchase specifications and orders. 0.2 
26. Supervise cafeteria cash activities· 
and reporting. 1. 9 
27. Monitor procedures for billing, cash 
han1ling, and harxU ing of non-cash income. 1. 7 
28. Analyze financial irrpact of operational 
decisions. 0.6 
29. Analyze cost/benefits prograltlS and courses 
of action. 
30. Develop financial ratios related to profits, 
investments, and assets. 1. 7 
31. Assess financial status based on approved 
budget. 1.1 
32. Assess financial status based on profit 
and loss statement. 1.3 
33. Analyze cash flow. 1. 7 
34. Hakes decisions based on the balance 
sheet and income statement. 1.5 
35. Identify sources of furrls and solicit funds 
for new projects. 1. 5 
36 . Authorize expeoo i tures . 1. 5 
37. Establish financial objectives of department. 0.8 
38. Establish and irrplement fees for service. 0. 4 












and accounts. 2 • 3 
calculate and use break-even analysis 
infornation. 1.3 
Determine cost effectiveness of make vs. 
buy decisions. 0.4 
Develop plans to generate revenue. 
Know process for internal/external aUJits. 0.6 
calculate contribution nargin. 3.4 
Determine labor hour requirements in relation 
to volume and booget per unit of service. 0.2 
Recomneoo wage and salary adjustments for 
enployees . 0 • 6 
Determine appropriate use of part-time and 
over-time labor. 0. 4 
Estinate personnel costs for a facility for 
budget and planning purposes. 1.3 
Know insurance, tax, and other 
personnel-related requirements. 2.3 
calculate turnover and absenteeism costs. 1. 7 
·n=485 
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1.7 14.2 35.7 47.3 
1.7 9.5 35.4 53.2 
3.6 12.7 33.5 48.2 
2.3 11.3 37.3 47.4 
1.1 6.1 23.4 68.8 
1.1 4.0 28.0 66.9 
6.1 23.9 32.1 36.2 
1.3 8.6 28.8 60.3 
1.9 11.8 28.4 56.7 
2.5 17.8 30.7 47.2 
3.0 11.6 34.0 49.9 
4.2 14.3 30.2 49.9 
1.7 6.1 26.0 64.8 
0.8 4.6 21.3 72.4 
0.8 3.6 24.2 70.9 












14.8 34.7 46.7 
6.9 31.2 60.2 
4.2 21.0 74.2 
14.7 33.3 47.2 
23.7 30.4 35.1 
5.9 23.2 69.5 
6.1 23.3 68.3 
4.0 20.8 74.2 
6.5 22.9 67.2 
22.5 30.1 38.9 
12.8 33.5 49.8 
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